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Editorial
Chris Deacon, G4IFX
Many apologies for the late arrival of
this issue; a number of unexpected problems reared their heads and completely
knocked out the planned timetable. But
now everything has finally fallen into place
and Chris, G4BUE and I are pushing hard
to get the printed version in the mail
before Christmas. By the time you read
this you will know if we have succeeded!
During the solar minimum years, the
most reliable long-DX path for those of
us in Western Europe is multi-hop Es to
the Caribbean and North America, particularly in late June and early July. But
where should an expedition go if it wants
to make the largest number of contacts
and give as many operators as possible
a new country? In 2005 there were a
number of highly successful expeditions
(J3/K5AND and J68AS, for example) but
there were also others (such as V31IV)
which, although mounted by equally experienced operators with high power and
big antennas, were much less successful in working Europe.
In fact we quite often see requests
on the UKSMG Announcement Page and
other forums from expeditioners for a
‘straw poll’ of where other operators
would like them to go, but Sergio,
IKØFTA and colleagues from the
SixItalia organisation have taken this a
step further. They have undertaken an
assessment (‘The Most Wanted NA and
Caribbean Countries’, page 26) which
takes account not only of the rarity of a
country but also the difficulty of making
contacts – which they take to depend
on distance. The outcome is a ‘top ten’
of places to go – potential expeditioners
please take a look!
Meanwhile, starting on page 32 is a
full report and Results of the UKSMG
Summer Contest 2005 which was unfortunately remarkably free of sporadicE propagation. That may be the reason
that G stations are in the winning places

for both the European sections! The
Annual Table appears again in this issue (page 47) and it’s interesting to note
that most scores are significantly higher
than last year; this includes my own, but
unfortunately that doesn’t seem to have
got me any higher up the table than last
year! But in this issue there’s also a new
addition – The 50MHz IOTA Table (page
46) which lists all-time IOTA islands
worked and already has more than 15
entrants. Thanks to David, G1JDU for
this innovation which will add another
intriguing element to DX chasing.
There are lots of other interesting articles in this issue too, including the usual
excellent ‘What’s on Six’ by Clive, G4FVP
and a bumper ‘Digital Bits’ by Kev,
GØCHE as well as an introduction to our
Swiss Country Manager Marco, HB9CZW
and a practical article about transverter
interfacing by Peter, HB9RUZ. We’re not
without DXpedition reports either, with
articles about this year’s operations from
TT8M (page 37 and the front cover) and
CU4/CT3FN (page 39).
Finally, I’m still looking for an Assistant Editor to help with production of ‘Six
News’. The same team has been producing the magazine for almost ten years
and it’s time to inject some new thinking. The only qualifications you need
are to be a six metre DXer who can write
interesting and readable English, can
type and has a computer! If you are
interested to find out more, please get
in touch – it’s good fun!
73 Chris, G4IFX
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Chairman’s Corner
Trevor Day, G3ZYY
It’s that time again and, by the time
you are reading this, we will be well on
the way towards Christmas! First the sad
news: it is with deep regret that I have to
report the passing of Ron Macfarlane,
7Q7RM. Ron was known to many worldwide on six metres as a veritable beacon from Malawi. He will be missed both
as a character and as the only regular
50MHz station active from 7Q7. I have
also to report the sad loss of Peter Turner
G4IIL (latterly GW4IIL) who was amongst
the founder members of UKSMG and
also our first treasurer. As we go to press
I have also heard of the loss of Norm
G3NVO - another call known to many of
us and another sad loss.
Looking back over the past couple
of months the highlight, once again, was
the BBQ hosted by Chris, G3WOS. A
veritable cornucopia of well known six
metre DXers were present to hear fascinating tales and talks from the great and
the good: to be precise, John GØJJL,
Rod ZL3NW, Pat W5OZI and Lance
W7GJ. Chris again conjured up some
good weather, plenty of beer and a tasty
hog; a great time was had by all. Look
out for next year’s announcement and
mark up your diaries early!
The gentle slide into winter (for those
of us up in the northern half) has seen a
few minor Es openings but it has become
obvious from the DX cluster reports that
weak signal digital work has definitely
been the order of the day. Those with
better than average aerial systems have
made good use of moonbounce whilst
the remainder have happily completed
terrestrial QSOs. This fairly quiet period
has been reflected in other areas too.
Committee business has not generated
anything significant to report other than
a further plea for input to ‘Six News’. It is
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only to be expected that, with propagation on the wane, people will turn to
other interests to fill their spare hours. It
is said that everyone has a novel inside
them; if you would like to try your hand
at writing why not use some spare time
to pen a few words for your magazine?
We are not looking for ‘War and Peace’,
anything from a paragraph or two on how
you became interested in the band to a
full treatise on the ‘Origins of Sporadic
E’ would be most welcome.
As I type this Peter, G8BCG and
David, G1JDU are in Stockport giving a
talk on 50MHz to the local club. In a
couple of weeks, Robin, M1DUD and
Andy, G8PL are giving talks related to
six metres at ATF 2005 (Amator Traef Fyn)
in Odense, Denmark. All of them will be
doing their best to promote Six and the
UKSMG and I would like to express our
thanks for the effort and personal expense that is involved in these ventures.
It is this sort of spirit by a whole range of
people that will keep UKSMG as a
prominent voice for six metres into the
next solar cycle and beyond.
Finally, as a result of an increasing
workload, Iain GØRDI is handing over
the role of Awards Manager to Peter
GØKUX. Peter is no stranger to this as
he held the post a few years ago.
Thanks to Iain and welcome back Peter.
Any future enquiries or suggestions for
awards should be addressed directly to
Peter.
CU on Six! Trev, G3ZYY

Secretary’s Page
Dave Toombs, G8FXM
Welcome to the following new members: EI6CPB, SM7DKF, M1SLH, K4BI,
G3KSU, W2IQK, GM8VJS, G6CNQ,
GØHYP and KD6CJI, and warm welcome back to the following old friends:
SMØELV and M1ABK. Congratulations
to Steve, 2EØKBJ (a.k.a. M3SBJ) on
the new 2E call. Well done!
Well it’s that time of year when
thoughts turn to Christmas and the New
Year, so I’ll take this opportunity to wish
you all a very Merry Christmas and prosperous New Year. Let’s hope we all enjoy a better Es season in 2006!
At this time of reflection I have been
reviewing some of the membership initiatives that we have offered recently, one
of which is a UKSMG email forwarding
address. Interest in this members’ facility seems to have picked up recently and
we now have 83 members enjoying the
benefits of a uksmg.net email address,
forwarded to an address of your choice.
Due to the generosity and technical wizardry of our very own Vice Chairman,
Peter G4MJS, this facility has proven to
be trouble free with no known outages
(at least not known to me) or any spam
related issues.
In today’s ecommerce environment,
this is no mean achievement, many
thanks Peter. So if you fancy yourcall@
uksmg.net, just fill in the form on our
website or send me an email with the
address you wish your email forwarded
to and I’ll be glad to set it up for you.
Our new PayPal subscription feature
has proven very popular throughout this
year with 60 members renewing or joining for the first time using it. This should
make it easier for you as it acts just like
a standing order, so as long as your

credit card details are keep up to date
in your PayPal account, your subscription payments will be made automatically by PayPal to the UKSMG without
you having to do anything and no more
reminder letters from me! An added
benefit is that you don’t need a UK bank
account to set this up, unlike our bank
standing order facility.
Bank standing orders have also
gained momentum, with 13 members
taking advantage of this very convenient
method of payment. So if you have a
UK bank account and you’d like to pay
your subscription via bank standing order, just download the form from our
website - or email me and I will send you
a copy. Please remember to send the
completed standing order mandate to
me and not your bank; I will record the
details and forward to your bank on your
behalf.
We also introduced an ‘internet-only’
membership class this year. If you are
happy not to receive a hard copy of ‘Six
News’ and are prepared to read it on
line from the members-only area, you
can enjoy a reduced membership fee of
£10, irrespective of where you are in the
world. We save printing and postage
costs which enable us to pass on to you
in the form of a reduced membership fee.
So far we have four members taking up
this offer, two of whom are outside the
UK.
(Continued on page 42)
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What’s on Six
The world of six metres with
band reports, DX News,
propagation and topical
information for every operator,
compiled by Clive Davies G4FVP
28 Neville Road, Darlington,
Co Durham, DL3 8HY, UK.
e-mail DXNews@uksmg.com

As I sit down to write this edition of
‘What’s on Six’, the temperature outside
has dropped to freezing and the band
is, as it has been for many weeks, full of
white noise. The heady days of the summer sporadic-E season seem long gone,
especially the unusually productive
month of August which brought very
good Es propagation to the UK this year.
Thankfully activity is still present particularly from the increasing numbers of users of the popular WSJT digital modes,
and certainly 50.230MHz has become a
popular frequency to monitor. Hopefully
other enthusiasts are using the quiet season to make improvements to their setup
ready for 2006. Personally the last year
has been a difficult one and I am hoping
to spend more time on 50MHz in 2006.
Despite this, I must report with some
pleasure that I have discovered the possibilities of mobile operation and have
been pleased by the QSOs made during stronger Es events. Of course while
at this time of solar minimum the band
is largely dead for long haul DX in Europe, the winter months in the north bring
more productive times to southern hemisphere readers, so someone somewhere
is making a QSO while I sit and write
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this. To misquote a familiar saying: “the
sun never sets on Six”!

1S Spratly Islands (DXØA)
Here is an update on the DXpedition
to the Philippine Kalayaan Island, Spratly
Islands (1S) which was originally scheduled to take place in the December 2005
time frame. The target dates are now
January 5th -19th 2006 with special call
DX0A. 4F2KWT, Gil, says: “Focus will
be the low bands and targeting the East
Coast of North America”. Equipment will
include FT1000MPs and kilowatt solid
state amplifiers, which will be powered
by two Honda generators. They will
have phased verticals. The team will
also be QRV on the high bands, including WSJT on six meters EME.

XU Cambodia
SM5GMZ, Peter plans to be active
as XU7ADI between January and March
2006. This is a spare time operation but
he will try to be QRV on HF and six metres using CW SSB PSK31 and RTTY.

TO Glorioso Island (TO4G)
Dany, F5CW has announced: “The
Glorioso Islands CDXC DXpedition could
finally take place from March 17th to April

The Spratly Islands consist of more than 100 small islands or reefs. They are surrounded
by rich fishing grounds and potentially by gas and oil deposits. They are claimed
in their entirety by China, Taiwan, and Vietnam, while portions are claimed by
Malaysia and the Philippines.

7th 2006, after the hurricane season. We
cannot carry out this operation earlier
because of various logistic and safety
problems. We are expecting a team of
eight operators with, if possible, five allband stations, all modes. For strategic
reasons all the team is made up members of the French forces which will travel
by tactical transportation means. It is
why the operation can at any time be
postponed or be cancelled. We are
conscious of waiting imposed for some
time for the activation of this country but
we want to carry out this operation under the best conditions”. QSL Manager

for this operation will be F5OGL. QSL
via the French REF-Union Bureau or direct to: Didier SENMARTIN, P.O. Box 7,
53320 LOIRON, France.

6O Somalia
Silvano I2YSB, who was behind the
6O0CW DXpedition, has announced that
he and some other members of the crew
have decided organise another DXpedition in Somalia to remember Adan
6O0N, the director of Radio Daljir in
Galkayo, who died a few months ago in
a car accident. In this new operation
they plan to be active with three stations,
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two of them running round the clock, on
all the bands and all the modes including digital modes. The intention is for
the DXpedition to depart by the end of
January and for the operation to last for
two weeks. Operators will include
Silvano, I2YSB; Marcello IK2DIA;
Adriano, IK2GNW; Alfeo I1HJT; Angelo,
I6BQI; Carlo, IK1HJS; and Carlo IK1AOD.
Their six metre station includes a Yaesu
FT857 and five element yagi. The QSL
manager is I2YSB; QSL is OK also via
the ARI bureau. After six months from
the DXpedition the logs will be sent to
the ARRL to be loaded on the LoTW.
Silvano reports that a DXpedition in Somalia is very expensive as they have to
rent two houses, three generator sets as
the power supply fails 12 hours a day,
one car with driver and two bodyguards.

Only one food shop exists on site and is
very expensive. If you would like to support them details can be found at http://
www.i2ysb.com

JW Bear Island
Roger LA4GHA, who is currently active as T98GHA until the end of November 2005, reports that he will be operational from Bear Island (EU-027) between
December 1st 2005 and June 2006. His
callsign will be JW4GHA. His activity
will be on 160 - two metres and on CW,
SSB and the digital modes. QSL via his
home callsign, LA4GHA. Roger is an
excellent CW operator.

JX Jan Mayen
JX9NOA is operational from Jan
Mayen Island and will hopefully be there
until October 2006.

The 2005 6O0CW team: IK2DIA, I2YSB (front), IZ5BRW, IK1PMR, IK2WXV (back).
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C6 Bahamas
A late reminder that Eric, K9GY, will
be active as C6AYM from December 23rd
to January 1st. He will be on the islands
of Nassau and Paradise. Activity will be
mainly QRP CW on 40-10 metres and
also six and two metres. QSL via K9GY.

3Y Peter 1 Island
Well known DXer Dick, K5AND sent
a progress report on plans for six metres EME on the DXpedition. “Preparations for moonbounce activity from Peter 1 are proceeding according to plan.
With generous loans of equipment from
many in the VHF/UHF community and
from several manufacturers (Icom, Msquared, Alpha) the six and two metre
stations have been assembled and given
a quick “on moon” checkout. Successful QSOs were made using the two stations assembled so far. The six metre

station will use a seven element Msquared long-boom yagi and an Alpha
6, with a Mirage preamp. It will have
limited elevation capability, and will be
used primarily around moonrise/
moonset. The radio is an IC756 Pro III.
This station is packed and in the shipping container.
We will be operating using JT65 and
CW modes. Schedules will be refined
over the next months but the moon visibility means that, under current plans,
the EME stations will only be QRV about
a week after the HF ones, as we have no
moon for the first week or so. Lance,
W7GJ is the EME pilot station and will
be focal point for coordinating schedules etc once we are on the ice. Many
thanks are due to the people who loaned
the gear, helped assemble the stations,
and participated in the on-air testing. We
look forward to getting everyone in the

Abdullah, A61Q worked into the Japanese mainland for the first time by Es on July 5th.
Prior to that, the only part of JA where A6 had been worked was Okinawa. (Tnx JA1VOK).
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3Y0X EME log. Contributions are most
welcome this may be the most expensive DXpedition ever and your support
is
needed.
Please
go
to
www.peterone.com and click on one of
the ‘contribute’ buttons. You may specify
that your contribution will go to the EME
operations!

In brief
• Jon, NØJK is tentatively making
plans for San Andres, HK0 with a view to
a high power/big yagi Es operation for
summer 2006.
• Andy, G8PL and Rod, ZL3NW
have completed a six metre G >ZL EME
QSO after around seven skeds during a
week of moonrises. Both were using single yagis on both sides with G8PL using
a 10.4m boom antenna. The QRB from
JO01OV>RE66HO is 18,867km.

Members’ reports
NØJK – Jon starts the reports with a
reminder that TEP propagation can still
be around near solar minimum. He
writes: “I copied LU8DIO, GF05, on August 27th around 2235 UTC on 50.110
MHz via an ‘Es link’ to TEP. LUs also
worked W4 and W5 that day. At the time
I was mobile in EM15 and copied
LU8DIO on a whip antenna.
EA8BBL – Arnold has at last got his
licence. He reports: “For me, stateside
results this season have been poor with
only W1JJ heard weakly at 13.50 on 8th
July. There was propagation to OH3JR
around 20.15 on 13th July. The amazing
J3/K5AND seemed to be getting everywhere even at this stage of the cycle and
was a genuine metered S9 around 18.50
on 1st on my 3.5m-high wire dipole.
“Beacons have been monitored but
in a small way here. GB3MCB was heard
on eight occasions during the period,
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the best being 559 at 20.30 on July 7th.
GB3LER was heard four times, on 6th,
7th, 9th and 13th July. GB3BAA was heard
once at 19.30 on 3rd July at 539. Little
was heard during August apart from HA,
YO, CT0, CT3 and mainland EHs. Whilst
tuning around on September 23rd, the
new beacon ZD7VC/B was RST 549 TEP
on 50.007 from IH74. He has been heard
again by TEP at 20.20 on 24th (RST 529),
RST 559 on 26th from 19.50 to 21.30, RST
539 on 27th from 20.40 to 21.50 at least,
28th RST 529 from 20.00 to 22.00 at least
and on 29th,RST 529 from 20.50, fading
out by 21,20z. A watch will now be kept
which will be rather interesting through
minimum, if his activity continues.
“On the operating front, I will probably have to wait another 3 ½ years for
six metre permission but will carry on as
a listener in the meantime as I think I need
a total of 4 years Class A experience,
even though I have been active on six
since 1979!”
G3HBR – It is always good to receive
Brian’s reports. “Regular listening provides results” is a good motto and Brian
proves this in spades. His report for the
summer period is as follows: “26 June
brought good signals from ZC4LI who
seemed very popular, I guess many recent comers to the band gained a new
one from him; I was content just to listen
to the pile up. On 27th very loud signals
from CTØSIX and JX7SIX were accompanied by CN8IG and CN2R all between
1400 and 1500. Then followed a period
of extreme frustration as I listened for and
called in vain J3/K5AND, J68AS and
CY9SS. J3/K5AND was a good signal
on both CW and SSB on 29th June and
on SSB on 1st July. Personally I wish
they had stayed on CW! J68AS was also
good on a couple of occasions notably

around 2010 on 29th. I heard a loud burst
from CY9SS on 3 July at 1348 which was
quite close to the time that G3WOS recorded him. I heard him call CQ, work
a VE and then fade out; it sounded like
a long MS burst but maybe it was fleeting Es. I also heard a trace of them at
1050 on 4th July but too weak to even
try a call. In between I had an easy CW
QSO with 5T5SN at 1341 on 30th June.

at 1550 and OY1CT at 1721. Nothing
then until 17th July when I worked CQ3A,
IM12 at 1457 and TA7KA at 1653 both
on SSB. JX7SIX was 599 at 1001 on
18th and OY6SMC was 599 30 minutes
later. On 24th CN8MC/B was 579 at 1150
and CN8IG was 55 on SSB at the same
time. I worked EH1GAR at 1252 and
heard CU4/CT3FN at 1741 also on 24th.
On 26th OM, SP and 49750 were all loud

The QSL from the recent CSØRCL DXpedition to Culatra Island, off the Portuguese coast
near Faro. (Tnx EA7AH).

“Going back to 4th July, GB3LER and
GB3RMK were loud around 1239 and
OD5SIX was 579 an hour later. The band
was open on and off for the rest of the
day with LA1FJA worked 599 at 1812
and SV1SIX 599 at 1945 at the same time
heard SV1DH at 59. On 6th July OD5SIX
and 5B4CY were good signals at 0929
and A61Q was 579 calling CQ a couple
of minutes later. I worked A45XR, unusually on SSB, at 1136, then HB9HLM

at 1000. 27th was a CN day with CN8IG,
CN8MC/B, CN8NK and CN2DX all S9
around 0930. On 28th, CN2DX was again
59 at 0940, and then heard SP3AGE at
1947, nothing else in the log in between
those two. The band was open on a few
occasions over the next few days ,
SD6MC(CN) was worked at 59 on 1053
31st July, when he gave his locator as
IM75HN, however I heard him give out
different locators at various times so I’m
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not really sure where he was.”
“3rd August started with OY6SMC at
0900 and also OY1CT and OY9JD all at
S9 plus a variety of SM, LA, and OZ.
Could this increase in activity have anything to do with the expected appearance of HA on the band I wonder?
TF3BM at 59 on 1156, TF3SIX 599 and
IQ4AD 599 were followed by my first fleeting hearing of HA5DU at 1207. I seemed
to spend most of the rest of the month
working HAs as they appeared starting
with HA1YA at 1241 on 3rd and finishing
with HA4DX at 2035 on 30th. Altogether
I contacted 30 different HAs. I thought it
was a really good effort on their part and
it certainly stimulated activity which
made it seem as if conditions had suddenly improved. Other items of note
during August were 5B8AV who was 59
on SSB at 1554 on 5th , TF8GX 59 at 2252
on 18th and on the same day OH3BHL
was heard at 579 at 2257 and then at
53A at 2304. UK2KA in KO30 was
worked at 1029 on 27 th. September
gave me just one QSO on Six, EH9IB at
1007 on 3rd. I bet if the HAs had still
been on, conditions would have appeared much better.”
G4UPS – Ted kept his usual close
watch on six metres throughout October noting Es propagation on 1st October 2005, at 12.56 a QSO with ISØGQX
599/599 in grid JM49OH. Ted heard
IKØFTA at RST 569 calling CQ DX at
13.17 and the I5MXX beacon at RST569
at 13.24. The IØJX beacon was RST559
but all had faded out by 13.40z. On 17th
October Ted heard the I5MXX beacon
at RST 569 and the CTØSIX beacon at
RST569. At 10.56 he QSO’d IWØBET at
RS55/55 in JN61. The IZ1EPM beacon
was at that time RST569 rising later to
RSTR 599++. At 11.01 Ted made it to
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IWØGXY at RST 579/579 in JN61. By
11.06 all signals had faded out.

Beacon news
• Tony, CT1FFU reports that Madeira
Island will soon have a 50MHz beacon
running, thanks to Dave, N3DB who has
made it all from made it all from keyer
to antenna. The beacon will run on
50.035MHz zero beat with 10W radiated
power and the callsign CQ3SIX.
• At the time of writing the ZD8VHF
beacon is back on the air after a very
temporary antenna repair. Signal
strengths on the island are significantly
lower than they were but Ian ZD8I has
not yet had time to investigate why.
However he suspects either the feeder is
wet which is very possible given the
amount of rain there recently, or the TX
PA has been damaged by the mismatch.
• Enrico, IW3FZQ reports that after
three years of transmission of his personal
beacon
IW3FZQ/B,
on
50.001.3MHz from grid JN55UW, that it
has been moved to a new QTH near
Monselice JN55VF. The antenna is now
a 5/8th GP instead of 1/4 GP; the output
power and CW message are unchanged.
• Gustavo LW3EWZ reports that on
the 31st October 2005 a new beacon
came on the air from Patagonia, Argentina. The callsign is believed to be
LU1WDY, and it is operating on 50.071.0
MHz running five watts to a ¼ wave
ground plane 10 metres above ground
in grid FE76IS. Signal reports can be
sent to lambdataller@yahoo.com.ar
• UN1SIX became operational again
on 6th September 2005 after an extended
period off-air. The beacon was kindly
donated by Valeriy, UN3G. The basic
beacon parameters are: callsign UN1SIX; QTH locator - MN83KE; fre-

quency – 50.023 MHz; output power - 7
W; modulation – CW; antenna - GP (GH62, 2-5/8 wave, gain 6.0 dB); height
above ground - on the roof of a ninestorey apartment building located in the
upper area of Almaty; ASL - 870m.
• The RSGB Propagation Studies
Committee’s Four-Band Beacon is now
on the air from its new site at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (IO91IN) on
24.930.5MHz and 28.191MHz with the
callsign GB3RAL. It will hopefully also
be QRV on 50.050MHz and 70.050MHz
before the next summer Es season, although at the time of writing clearance
for four metres is still awaited. More of
this in a future ‘Six News’.

UT5JAJ

133/138
(First DXCC 6mtr # 417 31.12.2001)
UU2JJ
126/130
(Second DXCC 6mtr# 561)
29.06.2002
UT5JCW 118/125
(First WAC#1 UR 6mtr )
UT7QF
113/118
(Fourth DXCC 6mtr# 773 31.01.2005)
UR7GG 112/116
(Third DXCC 6mtr# 671 27.06.2003)
UU4JO 97/100
UY5QZ 94/117
(WAC#2 UR 6mtr WAE#64 (#1 UR)
US5CCO
UY5HF
UU1JD
UT8AL
UX0FF
UR6IM
UR7QR
UT2IC
UY9IF
US5QGL
UR5LX
UR7TO

91/120
91/109
92/106
90/100
74/123
74/101
69/96
56/97
55/85
52/82
51/126
51/118

RU4CE
UT7GA
UU6JJ
UR5MID
UT5EU
UX7MX
US5UL
UT1FA
UR5LAK
UT4EX
UR5GF
UT1IC

47/68
46/69
46/70
44/71
40/75
35/75
29/35
25/76
22/45
21/38
15/56
13/40

RLP Gateway in NW England MB7IHB

The RSGB Propagation Studies Committee’s Four-Band Beacon under test earlier
this year at the QTH of G4IFX.

Ukraine Tops
A list of the big hitters from the
Ukraine on six metres has reached me
and is reproduced here for interest.
There are some familiar callsigns in the
list, as you might expect!

Graham, G7EVY is based at Tarleton,
near Preston in West Lancashire and is
setting up MB7IHB, an unattended 24/7
internet voice gateway on 50.520MHz.
A CTCSS of 82.5Hz will be required to
access the system. MB7IHB operates
on the IRLP network (Internet Radio
Linking Project), full information of which
is available at http://www.irlp.ne, and a
website is available for a number of the
local ‘nodes’ (including his) at http://
www.qlv.it The reason that Graham has
added a 50MHz port is because he feels
that the band deserves much more use
and it’s nice to be in a position to add
that extra bit of interest and hopefully
help promote 50MHz in the local area.

GX7VHF
I would like to pay tribute to the hard
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work put in by the operators at GX7VHF
who put in a huge effort on six metres
and operate at times when many other
operators seem to have gone into seasonal hibernation. They are keen followers of the excellent NAC activity tests and
have even manned a UKSMG based
stand at the ATF in Odense (Denmark)
on 5 th and 6 th November). Robin,
M1DUD is a GX7VHF stalwart and reports on the club station’s activities during August and September 2005.
Robin starts: “I operated solo in the
Nordic Aktivitest on Aug 11th as Andy
G8PL was active from Norway. I made
36 contacts; the best distance was
LZ4KK in KN23XU at 2038 km. An Es
opening that lasted until 1830 UTC assisted me in working Scandinavia. I had
solid contacts with stations in OH1, OH2,
OH3, OH6 and ES2NA also. I worked
OH6UW in KP32 some 1865 km distant
and was the most northerly station heard.
At 18.30 SM4HEJ in JO69 was worked
on phone. On meteor scatter OH0A and
LA4LN were worked with difficulty on
CW. At 19.30 UTC there was Es propagation into Eastern Europe, which enabled me to work the QRP stations from
HA. From 20.00 UTC propagation ex-

The diploma awarded to the GX7VHF team
for having the highest score from the UK
in NAC 2004.
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tended south also with central Italy and
YU and YO being worked but with deep
QSB. Finally, at 2050, I was very glad
to work OZ6OM on data as both SSB &
CW had failed.
“The OZ50MHZ Aktivitest on Aug 23rd
had very good propagation and excellent participation from stations in the UK.
43 contacts were made; 10 DXCCs and
22 locators were worked. Twenty-six G
stations and five GWs were worked,
mostly on tropo. There was also GM
with Alex GM4NFC in IO75 an excellent
57 signal on tropo-scatter. I was very
pleased to work Tom, LA4LN on CW MS
with several loud pings in 2 - 3 sec bursts.
We were called by OZ1DJJ, PE1MZS,
and OZ50MHZ on JT6M, some 15-second bursts from Bo OZ1DJJ. There were
good east to west tropo conditions extended into Belgium Netherlands & Germany. DH6JL (in JO31), was worked
very loud and solid, probably the best
that GX7VHF has ever worked a DL station on six metres. HA8DZ was also
worked on MS (1516 km) and was the
best DX for the night. IZ0CHC was
worked in a brief sporadic opening in
the closing minutes of the contest.
“The Nordic Aktivitest on 8th September had a good start with LA & SM on
loud 6-8 second MS pings. Tom, LA4LN
(JP51, 1081 km) was worked at 17.03
with signals peaking 53. LB6YD called
us at 17.26 UTC and was slightly stronger
at 56. We were surprised to be called
by DH6JL (JO31) on the back of the
beam. Good and strong MS signals from
SM4HEJ (1121 km) and 8S5X (1369 km)
made an otherwise difficult contest all
worthwhile. There was very low activity
from UK and no sporadic-E or tropo
conditions. A solar flare on 7th Sept may
account for poor activity on Six. Noth-

ing was heard from the OH and OZ stations known to be active in the contest.
“The OZ50MHZ Aktivitest on September 27th was blessed with a compete lack
of any tropo conditions. It was very difficult indeed to work beyond 100km. We
struggled to hear stations in IO91 as they
dropped in and out of the noise. Despite the low band conditions we worked
32 QSOs (25 ‘G’ stations). Fortunately,
Tom LA4LN (in JP50), was worked at 1753
UTC on random CW MS with 3 - 5 second pings and took over 10 minutes to
compete the contact. The only other
‘DX’ was OZ50MHZ at 20.40 UTC, again
on JT6M and taking 15 minutes to complete and was 3 - 5 second pings and
some strong bursts. We were called by

LY3UM (27) on JT6M but unfortunately
were not able to complete. Some very
thin audio copied from OZ50MHZ on
50.173MHz but not enough for a contact. Alex GM4NFC in IO75 was worked
but with difficulty, dropping into the noise
several times and peaking up to 56 on
MS. No GW, ON, F, or DLs were heard
which was very unusual.
“GX7VHF has been participating in
the NAC since 2001 and the OZ50MHZ
contest in 2005. We have started to
analyse the data accumulated in these
contests and we will be presenting some
of the results at the ATF in Odense Denmark, 5th - 6th November 2005. There
will be a presentation entitled GX7VHF
Nordic Aktivitests 2000-2005 by the

Pictured during JA1VOK’s visit to Hong Kong in June (left to right): Sitting: JA1VOK’s XYL
– Tomoko, JA1VOK – Hatsuo, VR2XMQ – Steve, Standing: VR2EQ – Law,
VR2ZYW – Ying, VR2XMT – Charlie, VR2XMT’s XYL – Pansy, VR2XSC – Edward,
VR2XRW – Logan, VR2PM – Koo. (Tnx VR2XMQ, photo VR2IL).
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GX7VHF team and I will be giving a talk
entitled ‘M1DUD Six Metre QRP Operation’. At the rally there will be a GX7VHF/
UKSMG stand manned by members of
the GX7VHF team and OZ6OM. For
more details please visit www.
hamspirit.dk or the GX7VHF website
www.adr-comms.demon.co.uk”

Solar Minimum Explodes
Solar Minimum Explodes is the title
of a fascinating article on Science@
NASA. The article written by Dr Tony
Philips discusses the remarkable amount
of solar activity experienced in 2005:
Just one week ago [on September
7th] a huge sunspot rounded the sun’s
eastern limb. As soon as it appeared, it
exploded, producing one of the brightest x-ray solar flares of the Space Age.
In the days that followed, the growing
spot exploded eight more times. Each
powerful ‘X-flare’ caused a shortwave radio blackout on Earth and pumped new
energy into a radiation storm around our
planet. The blasts hurled magnetic
clouds toward Earth, and when they hit,
on Sept 10th and 11th, ruby-red auroras
were seen as far south as Arizona.
So this is solar minimum? Actually,
solar minimum, the lowest point of the
sun’s 11-year activity cycle, isn’t due until
2006, but forecasters expected 2005, the
eve of solar minimum, to be a quiet year
on the sun. It has not been quiet. 2005
began with an X-flare on New Year’s Day
- a sign of things to come. Since then
we’ve experienced four severe
geomagnetic storms and 14 more Xflares.
“That’s a lot of activity”, says solar
physicist David Hathaway of the National
Space Science and Technology Centre
in Huntsville, Alabama.
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Compare 2005 to the most recent
Solar Max. “In the year 2000”, he recalls, “there were three severe
geomagnetic storms and 17 X-flares”.
2005 registers about the same in both
categories. Solar minimum is looking
strangely like Solar Max.”
Scientists like Hathaway track the 11year solar cycle by counting sunspots.
When sunspot numbers peak, that’s
Solar Max, and when they ebb, that’s
solar minimum. This is supposed to work
because sunspots are the main sources
of solar activity: sunspot magnetic fields
become unstable and explode. The explosion produces a flash of electromagnetic radiation - a solar flare. It can also
hurl a billion-ton cloud of magnetized gas
into space—a coronal mass ejection or
‘CME’. When the CME reaches Earth, it
sparks a geomagnetic storm and we see
auroras. CMEs can also propel protons
toward Earth, producing a radiation
storm dangerous to astronauts and satellites. All these things come from sunspots.
As expected, sunspot numbers have
declined since 2000, yet solar activity
persists. How can this be? Hathaway
answers: “The sunspots of 2005, while
fewer, have done more than their share
of exploding”. Consider sunspot 798/
808, the source of the September 7th
superflare and eight lesser X-flares. All
by itself, this sunspot has made September 2005 the most active month on the
sun since March 1991. Weird? Much
about the sun’s activity cycle remains
unknown, Hathaway points out. “X-ray
observations of flares by NOAA’s Earthorbiting satellites began in 1975, and
CMEs were discovered only a few years
earlier by the 7th Orbiting Solar Observatory. Before the 1970s, our records are

spotty.”
This means we don’t know what is
typical. Scientists have monitored only
three complete solar cycles using satellite technology. “It’s risky to draw conclusions” from such a short span of
data”, he says.

unpredictable,” says Hathaway, “which
is something NASA planners must take
into account when they send humans
back to the Moon and on to Mars”.
Returning to 2005: is this year an
aberration - or a normal rush to the bottom of the solar cycle? “We need to
observe more solar cycles to answer that
question,” says Hathaway, “and because
each cycle lasts 11 years, observing
takes time”. Meanwhile, Hathaway is
waiting for 2006 when solar minimum finally arrives. Who knows what the Sun
will do then?

Thanks

Sunspot counts and X-flares during the last
three solar cycles. Note how solar activity
continues even during solar minimum.
(Credit: David Hathaway, NASA/NSSTC).

Hathaway offers a cautionary tale:
before 2005, the last solar minimum was
due in 1996 and the sun, at the time,
seemed to be behaving perfectly. From
late 1992 until mid 1996, sunspots began to disappear and there were precisely zero X-flares during those long
years. It was a time of quiet. Then, in
1996 when sunspot counts finally
reached their lowest value - bang! - an
X-flare erupted. “The sun can be very

This column would not be possible
without the input of many people; especially those that send me information by
post or e mail, or make it available on
the Internet.
Thank you to the following stations
and groups; OPDX, LA7DFA, K5AND,
G4IFX, SM7AED, Six Italia, SMIRK,
G7EVY, BRS25429, UU2JJ, UR5LAK,
MØBCG, UN7QX, UN8GC, GØIAS,
GØJHC, G3WOS, Science@NASA,
M1DUD, G8PL, G4UPS, G3HBR, NØJK,
EA8BBL, I2YSB.
A special thanks to anyone that I have
inadvertently omitted from the list.
That’s all for this time, the copy date
for the next issue of ‘What’s on Six’ is
18TH February 2006.
73 Clive G4FVP

Are you a G7 callsign holder or ex-G7 callsign holder?
If so, the RSGB G7 Series QSL SubManager might have some QSL cards
for you. Check your QSL/SSAE status
on-line at http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/G7QSLMan

Alternatively, contact Marc Litchman,
GØTOC on telephone: 020 8502 1645,
mobile: 07743 456058, email: G7QSL
Man@lefars.org.uk or by post to 26 Oak
Tree Close, Loughton, Essex IG10 2RE
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Digital Bits
Kevin Piper, GØCHE
The past two-three months have seen
some nice 50MHz digital activity with
some more new operators on the EME/
JT65 and MS/JT6M fronts and some
good successes for the ‘diehards’.

HB0/HB9QQ
Pierre, HB9QQ informs me that his
mini-DXpedition to HBØ (JN47) 14th to
17th July was not as successful as he had
hoped. Only two MS JT6M QSOs were
completed with, G7CNF and with me,
while Es JT6M QSOs were completed
with CN8LI and CT1FJC. But to compensate, Pierre had good Es openings
using SSB and CW.

Kev’s QSL card for his JT6M QSO with
HBØ/HB9QQ.

Perseids 2005
The general consensus of opinion is
that the Perseids shower this year was
poor compared to previous years, but
that was more than compensated for by
the increased activity. Stations from the
following countries around Europe were
known to be QRV: 9A, CT, EA, F, G, GD,
GM, GW, HA, HBØ, HB9, I, ISØ, LA, LX,
OH, OK, OM, ON, OZ, PA, S5, SM, SP,
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SV, UR, YO, and Z3 plus 4X and CN.
Newcomers Dick, YO7VS and his
daughter Mariana YO7LXT (both KN14)
were active, giving many EU operators
a new JT6M country by MS and Es
propagation. HBØ/PA6TUE (JN47) was
QRV during the Perseids also giving a
new JT6M country to many.

EME
A number of EME operators have sent
me reports of recent activity:
Steve, K1SG (FN42) writes: “As a
new EME’er, it’s fun to be able to report
that I have almost doubled my total of
initials in the last month or so. Between
29th August 05 and the present, I completed JT65A EME QSOs with JM1SZY
(PM95 - initial #10), EH3AXV (JN01 #11), ES6RQ (KO28 - #12), K7AD (
DN06 - #13), W7GJ (DN27) , SM7BAE
(JO65 - #14), K6MYC (DM07) , PY1RO
(GG87 - #15, and WAC on EME!),
K6QXY (CM88 - #16), IW5DHN (JN53) ,
and K5GW (EM13 - #17). It’s been a
good month!”
Steve’s EME station comprises an
IC756 PRO with a homebrew 3-1000Z
amplifier feeding and array of 4 x 6M5X’s
about 23.5 feet apart (horizontally and
vertically). Steve reports being able to
work four-yagi stations consistently on
first try whereas two-yagi stations need
a bit more work. QSOs with single yagi
stations have been made when they are
running 1kW + and have good ground
gain. His ‘getaway’ was 4X/ZL1RS who
runs a single yagi with “nasty noise lev-

els”, 4X/ZL1RS having completed with
W1JJ, W7JG, K7BV and K6YMC.
Dennis, K7BV/1 (FN31) reports completed QSOs with VK4ABW (QH30 - Aug
24th), OHØ/SM5HJZ (JP90 - Aug 28th) and
4X/ZL1RS (Sep 21st) bringing his 50MHz
country score to 111 of which 13 are EME
exclusive.
Ian, MØBCG (IO91) reports working
K7AD (DN06) on September 5th. During
the weekend of October 1st – 2nd, Ian
monitored WØRUN (DN70) testing the
EME equipment for 3YØX expedition.
Despite hearing Gordon, WØRUN, Ian
did not make any QSO due to Gordon’s
high noise levels at the test site.
Gordon’s tests did result in a QSO
with Lance, W7GJ (DN27). The equipment will be shipped to 3Y0X at the end
of October; let’s hope for a successful
expedition. Lance has no new countries
to add to his list but is hoping to complete with Kim, HL4GHT in a sked in
October. Lance writes: “Kim has assembled an array of four of the four-element
yagis used so successfully by OZ1BNN.
I have been corresponding with Kim for
over a year and he seems quite bitten
by the six metre bug! I am not sure how
much power he is running, but if the array is working properly he should at least
hear me FB... and that is often the first
step.” Good luck to both.
Andy, G8PL (JO01) has written about
his first EME contact – Andy worked
K6MYC on October 2nd; they were not
completely happy with the QSO made
the previous day so successfully completed the next day. Congratulations
Andy and Mike. Previously attempts with
JA1RJU, JR6EXN and W1JJ were unsuccessful and Andy would like to thank
Ian, MØBCG for helping him setup his
EME station and sorting out the various

problems that arose.
Andy’s station is an FT920AF, a single 3-500Z amplifier and a single six-element (10.4m boom) yagi. Andy also runs
the GX7VHF contest station and can be
heard on WSJT modes during NAC contests. You can read more about Andy’s
EME activities on his web site - http://
www.adr-comms.demon.co.uk/eme/
EME.html

HA digital activity
Most will know by now of the Hungarian six metre activity in August. The
special experimental license was granted
to 66 HA stations (any mode) and this
gave an opportunity for EU operators to
work a new country. Although they restricted to just 5 watts ERP, the HA stations were not deterred from trying
digimodes, especially JT6M and meteor
scatter. At least 11 HA stations were QRV
on either JT6M, JT44, RTTY, PSK31 and/
or SSTV; they worked over 20 European
and African countries. You can see 40+
HA 50MHz logs here: http://
www.hasix.org/log.php
I was lucky to work HA1YA (JN87),
HA3UU (JN96) and HA6NN (JN98) via
MS JT6M and also HA2RD via Es JT6M.
I also worked Gabi, HA1YA via RTTY on

The SSTV picture received by GØCHE
from HA1YA.
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August 27th and although we tried SSTV
(Scottie 2 mode), I only received one
picture; Gabi was having some problems
at the time and we aborted the test.
However, a few minutes later I worked
Gyuri, HA7EG (JN97) via SSTV Robot
36 mode and we exchanged a sequence
of pictures over a 20 minute period.

4.

1.

5.
The sequence of SSTV pictures received
by GØCHE from HA7EG.

2.

The propagation mode was Es and
Gyuri’s equipment was an IC756 with a
J-Pole and a dipole (5W), a Timewave
Plus ANC-4 noise killer and MMSSTV
software. My station was an IC756 PRO,
a five-element yagi, 70 watts and also
MMSSTV software.

WSJT update

3.
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Joe Taylor, K1JT recently introduced
a new version of his superb WSJT software, version 5.8.6 (beta) although this
has some minor features disabled. Unfortunately some have had problems
getting it to work. I understand the main
issues are with sound card compatibility. My own experience is that it will not
work on my main PC with my Sound
Blaster PCI 64 card but it does work fine

Screenshots of the WSJT page (above) and SpectJT display (below) from a JT6M QSO
between GØCHE and OZ1P.
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on my laptop.
The new features include a Spectranlike spectrum display (‘SpectJT’) built in
to the page. The screen shots show a
saved RX period from a QSO with Bo,
OZ1P together with the associated
SpectJT waterfall display.

Simple PC – radio interface
Keen to try the new WSJT version
and not having a spare interface for the
laptop, I decided to make one to use
with my backup rig an FT897.
The interface comprises two isolating transformers (as used in ADSL modems) and an optocoupler – a TIL117.
Fortunately, the PTT line current of the
FT897 is only 140uA so the TIL117 drives
it directly. The laptop serial port RTS
line drives the optocoupler. This circuit
can be adapted to suit any transceiver
PTT line, perhaps using a PTT line driver
transistor or even a relay.

I have had successful JT6M QSOs on
50MHz with this and the new WSJT software. The complete interface was built
on veroboard (stripboard) and housed
in a small diecast box. The data jack
lead was obtained from an old PS2 type
mouse. Apart from the transformers, the
components came from the junk box.
So what’s stopping YOU getting QRV
on digital modes?

Meteor showers
Over the next few months we have a
few good meteor showers. Dates are:
Leonids: Nov 14th - Nov 21st, peaking
on or around Nov 17th.
Geminids: Dec 7th - Dec 17th, peaking on or around Dec 14th.
Quadrantids: Jan 1st - Jan 5th (2006),
peaking on or around Jan 3rd.
Please keep your reports coming in
for the next issue, send them to
g0che@uksmg.net

The circuit of the simple PC - radio interface.
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Meet Your Country Manager
Marco Oberholzer HB9ZCW, Switzerland Country Manager
The hobby of amateur radio has fascinated me since I was 12 years old. I
received my first ham license in 1990.
Then, when I was in Australia, my callsign was VK3EQT.

I have to be happy to work with compact antennas: a V-2000 for 50/144/430,
an AH4 at 27 m for SW and a Big Wheel
for 144. The smallest is for 1200MHz.
I have been UKSMG country manager since 2004
and together
with
Pierre,
HB9QQ
and
other friends I
can be found
every Sunday at
10.45 local time
in QSO on
50.163MHz
USB.
Best 73 and
enjoy the six
metre band.
The sunspots
will be going
higher and higher from next
Switzerland Country Manager Marco, HB9ZCW.
year on!
At home, I work mostly with with
ICOM equipment including an IC-756
PRO ll and an IC-910H. Mobile in the
car there is the famous IC-706MKll, together with SW Hustler antenna and a
combined antenna for 144/430 MHz.
Often, when I’m in the mountains (I
like cross-country skiing) I’m on the air
with my Yaesu- FT-817 QRP and my
home made deltaloop antenna for six
metres. You can see more about me
here: http://www.hb9zcw.ch
Because in Switzerland it is not everywhere allowed to install a huge antenna,
HB9ZCW’s home antennas.
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The Most Wanted NA & Caribbean
Countries
Sergio Roca IKØFTA, Antonio Vernucci IØJX, Stefano
Badessi IØWTD and Andrea Fiorentino N5KME
The following article has been kindly
provided by the SixItalia team and has
proved very timely in view of the current
debate on the most-needed Caribbean
entities. Its publication here coincides
with publication on SixItalia’s website at
http:www.sixitalia.org - the original tables
are in colour and may be somewhat easier
to follow at a glance. Trev, G3ZYY.
Waiting for the forthcoming “2005/6
SixItalia Most Wanted Country on 6m”
poll we have prepared a little survey
hoping it will be useful for those enthusiastic operators organizing DXpeditions
to the Caribbean area.
We haven’t considered all the possible countries but if you have any plans
to organize a DXpedition in a country
not listed in our work, you are welcome
to send us an email and we’ll prepare an
amendment for you. You can write to:
ik0fta@sixitalia.org

Foreword
A little foreword for less experienced
six metre operators:
If you are considering organising a
DXpedition to the Caribbean area, with
the intention of working a lot of hams
not only from the eastern USA and Caribbean area but also from other zones
(Europe, West Coast USA, South
America) you need to consider that the
right time of year - from now until 2009
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when the solar activity will hopefully increase again – is the sporadic-E multihop season from June 15th to July 15th,
with the best opportunity normally noted
during the ‘window’ from June 20th to July
5th.
When the sun is very active again
(between 2009 and 2013) and F2 propagation mode is available again on the
‘Magic Band’, the best periods for a six
metre-oriented DXpedition will be midOctober to mid-November and again
during the month of February - but this
is another story!
Such six metre friends of ours as (in
alphabetic order) K5AND, NØKE,
N4VHF, NN9K, N6XU, W3CMP, W6JKV,
W7XU and WZ8D (we are sorry for all
those we may have omitted) have done
a great job on the six metre band over
the years, allowing a large number of
hams fellows (particularly in Europe) to
contact some rare countries on the six
metre band.

How the tables have been composed
When a station is on the air, usually it
is spotted in the cluster. We believe that
analysis of that information may lead to
important knowledge about any country activity, and we started comparing
DX spots with the actual number of
QSOs.
First we gathered some information
about spots of six metre activity from rare

NA and Caribbean. Three tables have
been created, which are described below.

General summary table
This table was created using the data
from the OH2AQ web cluster search engine. We know that not all of the spots
sent into the world wide cluster system
appear on this specific node, but this
unique source was retained as it is a
good reference for Europe and the single sourcing provides a coherent set of
data for all the DXpeditions we considered.
From our experience, we have estimated that missing spots are in the order of the 10% and this can be retained
as the leading error source for the confidence interval.
The fact that some of the stations are
not spotting or that some others are
spot-o-holic does not make any difference as we will be relating the observation to the actual number of the contacts
made.
Calculating the number of spots,
within the limit of what is achievable, we
have tried to exclude those making reference to beacons or just carrying messages like “no signal here”, “PSE beam
to …” and “QSL arrived…”. Raw data
can be always extracted from the OH2AQ
cluster or requested from me for verification.

Going through the columns:
Resident Ham: Y means the presence
in the country of resident 50MHz operators
Country data: The years when activity was present are reported over the last
seven years (spots for the year 2005 were
counted up to August 15th).
Spots found on the OH2AQ clx: The

grand total of spots registered on this
cluster node (the sum over the seven
years considered) with a further subgrouping between spots from Europeans and “rest of the world”.
“% of spots per area”: The proportion in percent of the spots coming from
EU and the ones coming outside EU,
with the last column being the ratio between these two numbers.

Spot summary table
These tables provide an indication of
the probability of EU, non-EU and worldwide six metre DXers, based on the spot
recurrence over the seven-year observation period.
In the first table there is the inferred
‘most wanted’ list for Europe, in the second the same is done for the ‘rest of the
world’ and in the last the global numbers are provided.
The EU list also shows the average
range of the DX country to Europe (average range approximately falling in
Germany).

Feasibility table
This last table provides an indication
of the feasibility of the listed DX countries of European interest, this time computed for several different European
country capital cities. Combining the
average distance and the interest of the
country, an evaluation of ‘how much fun
a DXpedition could be here’ has been
attempted, giving a number of stars to
each entry.
The way that the stars have been
computed depends on the interest, related to the number of EU spots (the left
side of the bottom table 3) minus a
“criticality” figure, provided by the range
of the country (i.e. the further, the more
critical).
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Validation
If it’s practically impossible to define
exactly how many QSOs were made per
single spot on the cluster, we can certainly try to use statistics based upon
some recent DXpeditions (only EU and
K and VE spots were considered). For
our purposes we have considered PJ7M,
J79KV, J3/K5AND and V31IV.
PJ7M 2004 (source: PJ7M QSL)
QSOs: EU-NA 1174; EU 613, NA 536;
Spots: 425 – EU 230, NA 195;
Rate : Total 1/4, EU 1/3, NA 1/3
J79KV 2004 (source: J79KV QSL)
QSOs: EU-NA 1105; EU 470, NA 635
(really he made 1137 WW QSO and 470
from EU, for comparison purposes we
have reduced the total number of non EU QSOs by +- 5% i.e. 32 non-EU
QSOs)
Spots: 388 – EU 212, NA 176;
Rate: Total 1/3, EU 1/2, NA 1/4.
J3/K5AND 2005 (source: expedition web
site)
QSO: (EU-NA) 1100; EU 650, NA 490;
Spots: 316 – EU 188, NA 128;
Rate: Total 1/3, EU 1/3, NA 1/4
V31IV 2005 (source: V31IV QSL)
QSO: (EU-NA) 305; EU 7, NA 295
Spots: 98 – EU 7, NA 90;
Rate: Total 1/3, EU 1/1, NA 1/3.
Using this comparative list we can
say that, consistently, one spot corresponds to between three and four QSOs;
the only big anomaly was V31IV for EU,
where we found one QSO for each nondupe spot.
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Now we shall interpret the tables and
draw some conclusions.

Conclusions
If you are in the process of deciding
which will be the ‘best place’ to go next
summer for a happy six metre summerDX holiday, we do not have a unique
answer because there are many variables.
It is 100% sure that the ‘most wanted’
countries are KP1 and KP5 but they are
just a dream for most of us. After the
‘impossible two’ we find HKØ, YVØ, HH,
4U1UN, CYØ, V4, YN, V2, KG4. V3, HR,
CY9 appear in the European list only and
are replaced in the NA list by VP2E, J8
and J6.
Going into more detail, and focusing on what would be preferred for EU,
using the QRB-EU table we can find that
the best choices (for European hams)
would exclude YN, HR, V3 and HK0 because they are so far away from the old
continent that they would offer only few
opportunities to realise a reasonable
number of QSO in the Es period.
Consequently, following the assigned
number of stars, we can eventually compile the ‘Top Ten’, North American and
Caribbean most wanted countries on
50MHz from EU as (in descending order): CYØ, CY9, 4U1UN, V2, V4, YVØ,
KP5, HH, KP1 and KG4.
For these countries the average distance from EU is quite good and the
activations, during the past years, have
achieved a medium or low number of
contacts.
Our recommendation would be:
“please go there”.
Good DX on Six!
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Country

from from
WW
EU
0
0
0
0
223
68
265
139
27
0
23
3
47
9
107
11
159
34
54
0
105
0
113
9
189
35
624
49
168
52
343
58
301
133
422
201
551
253
421
9
315
24
592
73
632
93
410
117
785
127
1149 134
459
145
778
162
696
164
627
191
445
214
1107 270

Spots %

from % from % from
non-EU EU
non-EU
0
0
0
0
0
0
155
30.5
69.5
126
52.5
47.5
27
0
100
20
13
87
38
19.1
80.9
96
10.3
89.7
125
21.4
78.6
54
0
100
105
0
100
104
8
92
154
18.5
81.5
575
7.9
92.1
116
31
69
285
16.9
83.1
168
44.2
55.8
221
47.6
52.4
298
45.9
54.1
412
2.1
97.9
291
7.6
92.4
519
12.3
87.7
539
14.7
85.3
293
28.5
71.5
658
16.2
83.8
1015
11.7
88.3
314
31.6
68.4
616
20.8
79.2
532
23.6
76.4
436
30.5
69.5
231
48.1
51.9
837
24.4
75.6

GENERAL SUMMARY TABLE (see text)
Country Active in Year (Y/N)
Activity Years Spots in
OH2AQ CLX

Resid 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 01-08 99-05 03-05
Hams
2005 (x/7) (x/3)
KP1
Navassa Is.
N
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
0
0
KP5
Desecheo Is.
N
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
0
0
VP2V
British Virgin Is.
N
n
y
y
y
n
n
n
3
0
J8
S. Vincent
N
y
y
y
y
n
n
n
4
0
YVØ
Aves Is.
N
n
n
n
n
n
y
n
1
1
HKØ
S. Andreas & P.
N
n
y
y
y
y
n
n
4
1
HH
Haiti
N
n
y
y
y
y
n
n
4
1
CYØ
Sable Is.
N
n
n
n
y
n
n
y
2
1
V2
Antigua
N
n
y
n
n
V
n
n
2
1
4U1UN 4U-New York
N
n
n
n
n
y
n
y
2
2
YN
Nicaragua
Y
y
y
y
y
y
n
y
6
2
V4
S. Kitts & Nevis
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
n
6
2
KG4
Guantanamo
N
y
y
y
y
n
y
y
6
2
CY9
S. Paul Is.
N
y
n
n
y
y
n
y
4
2
VP2E
Anguilla
Y
y
y
n
n
n
y
y
4
2
VP2M
Monserrat
N
y
y
n
y
y
y
n
5
2
J6
S. Lucia
Y
y
y
y
y
n
y
y
6
2
J7
Dominica
N
y
y
y
y
y
y
n
6
2
J3
Grenada
N
n
y
y
y
y
n
y
5
2
V3
Belize
N
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
HR
Honduras
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
HI
Dominican R.
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
PJ2
Netherland Ant.
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
8P
Barbados
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
VP9
Bermuda
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
CO
Cuba
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
KP2
American Virgin Is.
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
VP5
Turks & Caicos
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
FS
S. Martin
Y
n
y
y
y
y
y
y
6
3
9Y
Trinidad y Tobago
Y
n
y
y
y
y
y
y
6
3
PJ7
Sint Martin/Saba
N
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3
P4
Aruba
Y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
7
3

Prefix

Country Data

%
Ratio
0
0
2.3
0.9
0
6.7
4.2
8.7
3.7
0
0
11.6
4.4
11.7
2.2
4.9
1.3
1.1
1.2
45.8
12.1
7.1
5.8
2.5
5.2
7.6
2.2
3.8
3.2
2.3
1.1
3.1

Country

8371
7802
7440
6532
9688
9242
8152
7547
9378
5468
9581
7496
8246
5328
7562
7550
7518
7983
8419
7117
6571
7748
8515
7761
7630
7849
7511
7986
7602
7511
7882
8460
<25
26-50
51-75
76-100
> 100

0
0
0
0
0
3
9
9
9
11
24
34
35
49
52
58
68
73
93
117
127
133
134
139
145
162
164
191
201
214
253
270

QRB (km) Spots
EU Average from EU

KEY

Navassa Is.
Desecheo Is.
Aves Is.
4U-New York
Nicaragua
S. Andreas & P.
Haiti
S. Kitts & Nevis
Belize
Sable Is.
Honduras
Antigua
Guantanamo
S. Paul Is.
Anguilla
Monserrat
British Virgin Is.
Dominican R.
Netherland Ant.
Barbados
Bermuda
S. Lucia
Cuba
S. Vincent
American Virgin Is.
Turks & Caicos
S. Martin
Trinidad y Tobago
Dominica
Sint Martin/Saba
Grenada
Aruba
>9000
8000 8999
7000-7999
< 7000

European spots of N.A & S.A. countries

Prefix
KP1
KP5
YVØ
4U1UN
YN
HKØ
HH
V4
V3
CYØ
HR
V2
KG4
CY9
VP2E
VP2M
VP2V
HI
PJ2
SP
VP9
J6
CO
J8
KP2
VP5
FS
9Y
J7
PJ1
J3
P4
VERY HI Interest
Hi interest
Good interest
Above Average interest
Average interest

KEY

Navassa Is.
Desecheo Is.
S. Andreas & P.
Aves Is.
Haiti
4U-New York
Sable Is.
S. Kitts & Nevis
Nicaragua
Anguilla
Antigua
S. Vincent
Guantanamo
British Virgin Is.
S. Lucia
Dominica
Sint Martin/Saba
Monserrat
Honduras
Barbados
Grenada
American Virgin Is.
Belize
Trinidad y Tobago
Dominican R.
S. Martin
Netherland Ant.
S. Paul Is.
Turks £ Caicos
Bermuda
Aruba
Cuba

Country

< 50
51-100
101-150
151-200
>200

0
0
20
27
38
54
96
104
105
116
125
126
154
155
168
221
231
285
291
293
298
314
412
436
519
532
539
575
616
658
837
1015

Spots from
non-EU

Non EU spots of N.A & S.A. countries

SPOT SUMMARY TABLE (see text)
Prefix

KP1
KP5
HKØ
YV0
HH
4U1UN
CY0
V4
YN
VP2E
V2
J8
KG4
VP2V
J6
J7
PJ1
VP2M
HR
SP
J3
KP2
V3
9Y
HI
FS
PJ2
CY9
VP5
VP9
P4
CO
VERY HI Interest
Hi Interest
Good interest
Above Average interest
Average interest

KEY

Navassa is.
Desecheo Is.
S. Andreas & P.
Aves Is.
Haiti
4U-New York
Nicaragua
Sable is.
S. Kitts & Nevis
Antigua
Anguilla
Guantanamo
British Virgin Is.
S. Vincent
S. Lucia
Honduras
Monserrat
Barbados
Belize
Dominica
Sint Martin/Saba
American Virgin Is.
Grenada
Dominican R.
S. Paul Is.
Trinidad y Tobago
Netherland Ant.
S. Martin
Turks & Caicos
Bermuda
Aruba
Cuba

Country

< 100
101-200
201-300
301-400
>400

0
0
23
27
47
54
105
107
113
159
168
189
223
265
301
315
343
410
421
422
445
459
551
592
624
627
632
696
778
785
1107
1149

Spots
from WW

WW spots of N.A & S.A. countries

Prefix

KP1
KP5
HKØ
YV0
HH
4U1UN
YN
CYØ
V4
V2
VP2E
KG4
VP2V
J8
J6
HR
VP2M
SP
V3
J7
PJ1
KP2
J3
HI
CY9
9Y
PJ2
FS
VP5
VP9
P4
CO

VERY HI Interest
Hi interest
Good interest
Above Average interest
Average interest
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Prefix

Choice/
Chances

>9000km (-3 stars)
0001 - 9000km (from -2.0 to -2.9 stars)
7001 - 8000km (from -1.9 to -1 stars)
< 7000km (- 0 stars)
Note: No reduction for QRB over 7000km and maximum (-3) for QRB over
9000km (step 0.1 per 100km).

IM58kr IO91cm JN61gv JO62qm JO99ai KO02mg KM17ux KN34bk
8070
8585
9839
9593
9653
10098 10882 10784
8018
8473
9700
9476
9510
9976 108088 10634
7831
8258
9584
9239
9234
9730
10632 10469
7578
8147
9365
9167
9268
9677
10403 10333
7027
7388
8716
8373
8389
8868
9763
9599
6626
7420
8475
8464
8706
8985
9482
9522
6569
7387
8422
8432
8688
8954
9424
9476
6634
7372
8400
8300
8433
8315
9510
9450
6590
7144
8364
8167
8289
8679
9404
9328
6437
7072
8200
8106
8272
8623
9273
9234
6042
7015
7912
8055
8404
8575
8878
9006
6230
6903
8046
7946
8141
8466
9073
9055
5956
6901
7800
7943
8280
8464
8798
8911
6172
6751
7953
7779
7926
8294
8991
8927
6023
6745
7800
7787
8008
8307
8872
8874
5333
6773
7705
7316
88149
8337
8683
8789
5841
6747
7705
7791
8110
8313
8691
8782
5370
6716
7726
7761
8048
8234
8726
8786
5811
6580
7650
7624
7874
8146
8665
8688
5797
6569
7636
7613
7865
8135
8651
8675
5703
6596
7565
7641
7955
8163
8556
8638
5730
6519
7572
7564
7825
8086
8585
8617
5677
6527
7532
7572
7866
8095
8533
8594
5639
6517
7540
7562
7844
8085
8545
8595
5665
6474
7512
7519
7792
8041
8520
8561
5665
6474
7512
7519
7792
8041
8520
8561
5622
6474
7478
7519
7815
8042
8478
8539
5114
6204
6980
7227
7655
7740
7918
8095
5439
5476
6913
6402
6335
6873
7945
7673
5013
5441
6715
6457
6577
6967
7762
7638
4220
4319
5719
5286
5313
5777
6579
6529
4138
4152
5593
5087
5064
5566
6623
6351
QRB (Stars)

FEASIBILITY TABLE (see text)
Total Spots QRB* QRB* QRB* QRB* QRB* QRB* QRB* QRB* QRB*
WW only EU Lisbon London Rome Berlin Stock’mWarsaw Athens Buch’st

(for EU)
Spots EU
av’ge
Nicaragua
YN
2 Stars
105
0
9688
Honduras
HR
2 stars
315
24
9581
Belize
V3
2 stars
421
9
9378
S. Andreas & P.
HKØ
2 stars
23
3
9242
Cuba
CO
1149 134 8515
Aruba
P4
1107 270 8460
Netherland Ant
PJ2
632
93
8419
Navassa Is.
KP1
“2,7 stars”
0
0
8371
Guantanamo
KG4
“1,8 stars”
189
35
8246
Haiti
HH
“2,9 store”
47
9
8152
Trinidad y Tobago
9Y
627
191 7986
Dominican R.
HI
“1,1 stars”
592
73
7983
Grenada
J3
551
253 7882
Turks & Caicos
VP5
778
162 7849
Desecheo Is.
KP5
“3,2 stars”
0
0
7802
S. Vincent
JS
265
139 7761
S. Lucia
J8
301
133 7748
Aves Is.
YVØ
“3,3 stars”
27
0
7740
American Virgin Is.
KP2
459
145 7630
British Virgin Is.
VP2V
“1,4 stars”
223
68
7618
Dominica
J7
422
201 7602
Anguilla
VP2E
“1,5 stars”
168
52
7562
Monserrat
VP2M
“1,5 stars”
343
58
7550
S. Kitts & Nevis
V4
“3,5 stars”
113
9
7547
S. Martin
FS
696
164 7511
Sint Martin/Saba
PJ7
445
214 7511
Antigua
V2
“3,6 stars”
159
34
7496
Barbados
8P
410
117 7117
4U-New York
4U1UN
“4,4 stars”
54
0
6632
Bermuda
VP9
785
127 6571
Sable Is.
CYØ
5 Stars
107
11
5468
S. Paul Is.
CY9
5 Stars
624
49
5328
Choice/Chances Star Key (More Stars
Total
EU
more Interest and QRB chances)
Spot Nr. Spot Nr.
EU Spot < 25 = + 5 Stars 5-4 PSE GO
< 100
<25
EU Spot 25-50 = + 4 Stars HERE!
101-200
26-50
EU Spot 51-75 = + 3 Stars 3 - 2 It’s a
201-300
51-75
EU Spot 76-100 = + 2 Stars Good Idea!
301-400
76-100
EU Spot > 100 = + 1 Star
<2 DX Holiday! >400
>100
* QRB distances in kilometres

Country

UKSMG Summer Contest 2005
Results by Contest Manager Dennis Robbemond,
PA7FM
The UKSMG summer event for 2005
is way behind us now and it was one we
will not remember for long maybe, or
maybe we will as the most ‘Es-free’ contest ever!
This year, for the first time, we did
not have special UK sections - maybe
that’s why quite some English stations
decided not to send a log? The most
heard comment on the removal of the
UK section was about the possibility of
ever winning a UKSMG contest from the
UK… an impossible thing to do where
there are no longer special UK sections.
The opposite turned out to be the
case: although it may be because of the
bad propagation, we have three UK section winners. Of course this did not apply to the Outside Europe section, but
not a single log has been received from
outside Europe this time so there are no
results for that section.
There will be one change in the final

results for the single operator section
because the scores from IG9/I2ADN will
have to be updated. The log was received OK the first time but errors occurred on the floppy diskette when
checking the log. I’ve tried to get in
touch with Angelo but as he’s away on
holiday on some nice Italian island I’ve
been unable to contact him about this
so far. The update will be done as soon
as possible.
I have to thank YO7KAJ, G4IFX,
G1JDU and GØAEV for sending valuable
checklogs, which are always much appreciated.
After the results you’ll find comments
and some nice pictures from a few of
the entrants. Next year’s contest will be
on the same weekend again, most likely
with same rules… and the same propagation? Hopefully not!
Dennis, PA7FM
contest@uksmg.com

SECTION 1: Single Operator Europe
Claimed Score
Call
QSO DXCC QTH Mem
G8PL
176 16
40
63
G7WFE/P 146 10
27
68
GW7FBD 148
9
25
62
DL2OM
67 17
35
5
ON4PS/P 60 13
26
17
G4DCJ
75
8
24
29
9H1TM
67 10
25
7
IG9/I2ADN* 50 12
22
14
YO7VS
33 17
26
4
IW7EBE
40 12
18
9
SP5XMU
34 12
19
8
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Final Score
Score
152960
57780
47250
42840
26026
19968
18500
16896
16354
10584
9576

QSO
173
144
147
66
60
73
67
50
32
40
34

DXCC QTH
16
39
10
27
9
24
17
34
13
26
8
24
10
25
12
22
17
26
12
18
12
18

Mem Score
62 146640
68 57240
61 44928
5 41038
17 26026
29 19584
6 18250
14 16896
4 15912
9 10584
8
9072

Call
QSO DXCC QTH Mem
OZ6OM
32 10
28
0
9A4K
29 10
22
1
SM7AED
26
9
20
4
G3HBR
36
6
12
24
I7CSB
28
9
14
4
G7RIS
56
4
11
26
M1DUD
21
6
13
9
GW3ORL 17
7
9
11
G8ZRE
18
4
12
12
M3CVN
28
3
5
17
PAØJNH
12
4
9
3
G6HOU
17
3
6
13
M3RCV
21
3
5
14
G1KHX
13
2
7
10
F8OP
9
4
5
0
DJ6TK
5
3
5
0
SP8XXN/5 4
3
4
2
F5DE/P
10
1
5
0
M3JWJ
6
2
1
5
PA9RZ
2
2
2
0

Score
8960
6600
5400
4320
4032
3608
2340
1764
1440
675
540
540
525
322
180
75
72
50
22
8

QSO
32
29
26
35
28
56
21
17
18
28
12
17
21
13
9
5
4
10
6
2

DXCC QTH
10
28
10
22
9
20
6
11
9
13
4
11
6
13
7
9
4
12
3
5
4
9
3
6
3
5
2
7
4
5
3
5
3
3
1
5
2
1
2
2

Mem Score
0
8960
1
6600
4
5400
23
3828
4
3744
26
3608
8
2262
10
1701
12
1440
17
675
3
540
13
540
14
525
10
322
0
180
0
75
2
54
0
50
5
22
0
8

* Scores to be confirmed

SECTION 2: Multi-Operator Europe
Claimed Score
Call
QSO DXCC QTH Mem
M5ADE/P 194 13
35
85
PA4T
100 14
31
24
9H9H
81 15
36
10
G5KW
14
4
10
10

Final Score
Score
126945
53816
49140
960

QSO
193
100
81
14

Score
450

QSO
11

DXCC QTH
13
34
14
31
15
34
4
10

Mem Score
84 122434
24 53816
10 46410
9
920

SECTION 4: SWL
Claimed Score
Call
QSO DXCC QTH Mem
BRS25429 15
2
9
10

Final Score

Member comments
Andy, G8PL: “A difficult weekend for
the UKSMG Summer (!) Contest - lack of
conditions made this the worst test result
I have posted. BUT it sounds like I was
luckier than most in my little corner of NE
Essex (JO01OV). A BIG thanks to all those

DXCC QTH
2
9

Mem Score
10
378

that called me to help keep me awake!
Saturday brought 126 QSOs, 33 WWLs,
12 DXCCs & 49 members, best DX
5B8AD KM64 at 3,082km. I finished
around 21:00z, starting on Sunday at
03:30z - my first call was from I0APV at
05.15z asking how I was getting on after
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we had worked the day before. Contest
logging started at 05:16z with DL. Sunday was a disappointing day, working
only a further 50 QSOs, 4 DXCCs, 7 WWLs
& 13 extra members. As always happens, the band opened with Es 10mins
before the contest closed with ER, OE,
SP etc! Totals for the 24hrs = 176 QSO,
16 DXCC, 40 WWL, 62 members. Over
100 QSOs short of my normal results. Still,
there is always next year! Maybe we
should have a cumulative test, 12 monthly
mini tests + the 24hr weekend test making a total score for the year - Committee
/members? Thanks again.”

leading to a couple of missed ones. I
ended with 146 QSOs, just 10 DXCC (No
GM!), 27 WWL and 67 members. A
pleasure to meet so many SMG members though and also made my first JT6M
QSO after the contest ended, so not all
bad!”
Mat, G7FBD: “The contest for us was
interesting on two fronts. Firstly we used
a site that we have not used before. Getting there was fun, there was talk that a 4
x 4 was needed to get to the location we
were working from. However a Ford Transit Messing van managed the trip
OK,albeit a little slippy and bumpy. The

Andy, G8PL during the UKSMG Summer Contest.

Andy, G7FWE: “So the dust settles
on (another) UKSMG contest with little Es.
I managed to sneak in with contacts to
SM, LA, I, DL but it was mostly tropo, but
at least I managed to grab a few interesting ones which kept me going! QSB at
times was MS like in its depth and speed,
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view from the mountain was fantastic, if
you like FOG. The weather was also fantastic for ducks, it rained every 10 minutes from Friday night until around 5am
on Sunday morning. It was blowing a
gale and yet at 2am there were walkers
on the hill! The radio contest was not too

bad though even with the lack of Es - we
still did manage to work some interesting
stations and locations into JM65, JN90
and K025. Now the scores on the doors:
these are provisional and still need cross
checking QSO = 148, 62 members, 9
countries and 25 locators (47250) as I said
still needs checking fully! Thanks to all
the members and non members we
worked, you did make the weekend!
Good luck all!”
David, BRS25429: “A disappointing
Summer Contest because of the bad
propagation. I have been participating
in these contests since 1990. I can not
remember a time when NO sporadic-E
was evident - I am speaking from my grid
square in IO93. What made conditions
worse this time was any tropo contacts
were difficult to hear/work with so much
QSB. Ah well, this contest has always
been a lottery of sorts. Let us just congratulate the portable stations who stuck
it out so well. The stations I heard the
most were G7FWE/P followed by M5ADE/
P, GW7FBD/P and G8PL. Well done
chaps. The only DX heard at my QTH
was UZ5U in KO50, heard very briefly on
three occasions. Not sure what propa-

Bernard, F5DE operated during the contest
but unfortunately found plenty of time to
read the latest issue of ‘Six News’!

gation mode. Maybe two hop Es?
DL2OM was heard once on what I feel
was MS - a 10 second burst. No doubt
the Es will be back tomorrow for sure!
Our thanks to Dennis,our Contest Manger. Please support him with your contest entries.”
Bernard, F5DE: “Dear friends, here
are a few photos taken by M. Raymon
Aupetit SWL F-15873, while I was waiting for openings during the last UKSMG
contest. Thanks to my CW sending keyer,
I had time to read some Ham literature as
QST, RadCom and of course the last issue of ‘Six News’! Unfortunately no opening during the contest, only ten French
stations and no foreign country even
heard! I was in JN05AI, on the VHF site
of my friend F5HGO and working as portable station with 40 watts into a five-element yagi antenna. 73 QRO to all the
UKSMG team, F5DE, UKSMG # 1453.”

F5DE’s portable location in southwest
France.
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Adrian, M5ADE: “Our thanks must
go to the six metre ops especially UKSMG
members who gave us points in the contest in very difficult band conditions. We
had a good time as usual despite all this!
Nice to see some ‘old’ faces at the site.
Cheers all from Ade, Pete, Peter, Graham,
Ian, Glyn & Darrell at M5ADE/P”
Trev (G3ZYY), G5KW/P: “Hi all, well
G5KW has decided to call it a day. It has
been raining heavily and we were in danger of being bogged down in the field so
decided to leave early. Around a dozen
or so QSOs, and as there are relatively
few ops local to us here in the south west,
almost all were a struggle to complete.
The loudest signals we heard were Tony
CT1FFU and 5B8AV both at S9 plus. Both
were the only signals from their area at
the time worked and were audible for
around 30 mins each. GL to all those still
going.”

Simon, M3CVN: “23 Q’s so far! Very
slow, only DX worked IW in JN71, very
low activity! Still there’s still tomorrow! C
u all there, I will be QRV from 07:30 (I
know I’m mad!)”
Cliff, G1IOV: “Re this weekend’s
contest... maybe UKSMG should change
the name to ‘UKSMG Tropo Contest’...
having said that I just worked Angelo
I2ADN/IG9 so my score is up to three in
the log ;-) GL one and all, hope to work
GU GJ GD etc tomorrow”.
Georges F8OP: “As in 2003 and 2004
UKSMG contest, the band is dead. Only
noise and MS pings. It’s 17.00z, and only
three stations worked. A pity!”
Dave, G8FXM: “Well I’ve got 12 stations with a current score of 105, although
all are from adjacent squares! Maybe it
will brighten up tomorrow.” (It didn’t –
Ed)

Internet-Only Subscriptions
Since the successful roll out of ‘Six
News’ online, we are now offering full
membership of the UKSMG at a reduced
rate for those able to download their
copies of the magazine from the members-only section of the website and
opting not to receive a paper copy.
There is potential for large savings compared to the standard subscription, particularly for members overseas who pay
a higher rate to cover postage costs.
The rate for the internet-only subscription is £10.00 (or the equivalent in your
local currency) wherever in the world you
live.
New and returning members are now
able to opt for this method of joining
online at the UKSMG website. There will
be no need to inform UKSMG if you wish
to change from your current subscrip-
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tion to the online service, as renewals
made at the reduced rate will automatically be assumed to be for the new service.
Don’t worry, we are not intending to
stop the printed version of the magazine!
This is purely a sensible and cheaper
alternative for those who are willing to
do without it.
If you are happy to read your ‘Six
News’ online, this new membership rate
will save you £2 per year if you are UKbased and significantly more if you are
overseas.
Everyone wins, as UKSMG will still
have the same amount available from
your subscription for six metre good
causes as it did before and you will still
have the best magazine dedicated to
your favourite band.

TT8M in Chad
Dennis Robbemond, PA7FM
I think he does not need much introduction to most of us. Michael Dirksen,
PA5M (formerly PA3GST and PA5MD) has
been QRV from some quite rare countries over the last couple of years and
has given a lot of six metre operators a
new one on our magic band. After
50MHz operations from Iraq (YI/PA5M)
and Sudan (ST2DX) he went to Chad this
time and became active as TT8M.
The main objective for Michael’s stay
in Chad was his work for the UN World
food program as a telecoms specialist.
He arrived on 1st March and would stay
in Chad for at least two months. In those
early months there was no possibility for
any serious six metre operation as there
was just a small vertical available that
had been put up some 4m above the
ground. A few times he did hear some

European TV channels, but nothing else.
He also ran a beacon regularly but not a
single report was received.
The place was Abéché, some 100km
from the Sudan border, really in the middle of nothing but sand. After the first
two months with only HF activity in gaps
in his very busy work schedule he came
back home for a few weeks off work. In
the mean time plans were made to get
an antenna to Chad so that he could
become really active on six metres. A
five-element yagi sponsored by the
UKSMG was being taken back to Chad
after his off period, so soon there would
be 50MHz activity… just in the right period of the year as the Es season was
just arriving (early June 2005).
As Michael had to travel to Dubai first
before going back to Chad, the trip was

The UKSMG-sponsored five-element yagi on its 8m tower above the guesthouse.
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a bit longer than you might expect.
When he was checking in the antenna in
Dubai on the flight to Chad they told him
that there would be no problem and that
the antenna would go with him on the
same plane. But when he arrived in
Chad there was no antenna…next flight.
So there was no other choice than
just to wait. But all international flights
arrive in N’Djamena, a five-hour drive by
car from Abéché where Michael was staying. Finally, almost two weeks later, the
antenna was there and was put up as
fast as possible on a small tower - some
8m above the ground. On the afternoon
of 29th June the beacon was switched
on, and just a few hours later it was heard
in the UK and France. But Michael could
make no QSOs because of work.
Of course early the next morning,
before going to work, Michael switched
on the beacon. Then he went to the office and waited… At 0948z the first DXcluster spot of the day came through:
TT8M/B 529 in the Netherlands. Time to
return to the guesthouse and try to work
some six metre DX. In some 20 minutes
the first 19 QSOs were made from the
rare grid square KK03JT. This was probably the first ever activity from that grid.
On the first day of six metre activity
70 QSOs were made… not bad for a first
day with activity only possible in between the pretty heavy work schedule.
From that moment almost every day
there were openings into Europe and it
was a surprise to see the band open so

much into Northern Europe as well. Over
100 QSOs were made on 1st July with up
to S9+ signals and including into OH,
SM and OZ. On 2nd July the band was
already open before Michael went off to
work. At 0617z the first QSO of the day
was made with Italy, but immediately
there were also ES(tonia), OK, DL and
many others to work in both CW and
SSB.
During July Michael was able to make
804 QSOs into the following DXCC countries: 4X, 5B, 9A, 9H, CT, DL, EA, EI, ES,
F, G, GD, GM, GW, HB9, I, ISØ, LA, LX,
LY, LZ, OE, OH, OK, OM, ON, OZ, PA,
S5, SM, SP, SV,UT,YO,YU and Z3.
A few attempts were made to work
some stations in Africa and in the evening
hours the antenna was mainly beaming
towards the USA, but no QSOs outside
Europe were made (considering for this
purpose 4X and 5B as Europe). The first
QSO on 30th June was with PA2M and
the last QSO, just before taking down
the antenna to start packing up the station before leaving the country, was
9A2EY on 27th of July.
In total 804 QSOs were made on
50MHz (264 SSB, 540 CW) just over 10
percent of the 7249 QSOs Michael made
on all bands as TT8M from Chad.
The five-element antenna is now waiting in Dubai (A6) to be taken to any other
place in the world to become active on
six metres again… maybe next summer?
More information can be found on
www.pa7fm.nl

Disclaimer/Copyright
The views expressed in ‘Six News’ are
not necessarily those of the Editor or
those of the committee of the UK Six Metre Group. Most items in ‘Six News’ may
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be freely quoted provided credit is
given, but articles marked as copyright
may not be reprinted without the owner’s permission.

50MHz from Graciosa Island, CU4/
CT3FN
Hermann Stein, CT3FN/HB9CRV
The idea to add a six metre station
came from Peter, HB9RUZ, who was still
looking for a QSO with one of the nine
Azorean islands for his 50MHz DXCC. He
recommended that I operate a temporary beacon, with back feed via SMS to
my mobile phone.
Immediately after arrival on Graciosa,
we installed the four-element six metre
beam and the station consisting of an
Alinco TH70DX with 50 watts HF and a
CWKtiny beacon keyer. The station was
installed at the lighthouse do Carapacho
in HM69aa, at 191 m ASL. This location
gave free propagation in every direction
except north, which was blocked by the
‘Enxofre’ volcano which rises to 400 m.
The antenna was directed towards Europe, i.e. northeast.
Unfortunately the beacon couldn’t be
operated 24 hours a day as planned,
because there was no mobile phone
access at our QTH down on the seaside
so I could only receive SMS messages
in front of the lighthouse. So we only
switched the beacon on when we were
up at the lighthouse.
The first feedback came from EI5FK
on 24th July, followed by some Gs, GWs,
GD and EH1. The next opening happened on 27th July and was mostly to G
and F.
A big opening took place on 31st July
where we could work almost the whole
of Europe. The opening started at 1741z
and lasted until 20.55 UT. During the
first hours, modulation was bad and

sounded like an auroral opening. Later,
modulation became clear and signals
were generally strong up to 599. We
often changed from CW to SSB and back
to give also stations a chance that don’t
operate in CW. A total of 97 QSOs into
15 different European countries were
made during that opening.
On 1st August, the next big opening
took place. Around 11.00 UT band was
open to the main land CT1. At 1855z
the band opened again towards Europe
and up to 2126z 63 QSOs were made.
K1TOL was the only stateside station who
came in our log, at 2051z.
Up until the point that we went QRT,
the weather was not favourable for 50MHz
tropo openings and the band was closed
almost all the time.
Some statistics:
CW
77
SSB
105
FM
1
Total 50MHz QSOs 183
In nine days of operation 28 DXCC
countries were contacted: 9A, CT1, CT3,
CU3, DL, EA, EI, ES, F, G, GD, GM, GW,
HB9, I, K, OE, OM, ON, OZ, PA, S5, SP,
SV, YO, YU, ZB.
Feedback via SMS worked well with
one exception where I saw the message
too late and the opening towards SP was
already over. We would like to repeat
the six metre activity after the IOTA contest 2006.
See you all next year again most
probably from Santa Maria island, CU1!
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From 160 (or any other HF band) To Six
The Lazy Way
Peter Schleuss, HB9RUZ
To take full advantage of the proven
low phase noise and good IP3 qualities
of my TenTec 565 HF-only transceiver on
the six metre band too, I am using an
Elecraft XV50 transverter.
To support transverter operation the
TenTec Orion, as the 565 also called, has
a low power TX output socket and uses
its RX ANT socket (RX AUX) as
transverter IF input path. This is a good
solution, but my problem was the RX
AUX input socket already was occupied
by my 160m RX antenna.

I disliked the idea of having to actuate an external manual coaxial switch in
addition to the five- to seven-step action already required to perform a transition from the HF to the transverter configuration and vice versa. I disliked it:
especially with good conditions prevailing both on HF and on six metres, I had
to do the transition at least twice a day.
The XV50 transverter provides a spare
BNC socket (rear panel designation: AUX
ANT). I hoped that the 160m RX antenna
could be connected by means of this

HB9RUZ’s completed interface.
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port: when the transverter was not powered, this spare BNC socket would have
to be fed through the transverter to the
RX ANT input of the 565.
At first glance this modification
seemed to be a one wire job, because
relay K9 of the XV50 provided an unused
N.C. contact, which could be connected
to the spare BNC socket. Unfortunately
the way the two PCB traces leading to
K9’s common and N.O. contacts are arranged, made it mandatory to cross
them over. That was done by interrupting them with the Exacto knife and connecting them crosswise with short pieces
of #28 enamelled wire with their residual
segments. This modification in no way
touches the original functionality of the
transverter but merely irons out an element of poor design in the XV50. The
modification could be done nearly invisible by hiding the bigger part of it
below the case of relay K9. Since I did
the modification after having assembled
the Elecraft kit, I had to use a solder suction tool in order to temporarily remove
K9. Using a magnifying glass and Exacto
knife, the modification job needed less
than 20 minutes to perform.
From time to time, the 160m band
appeared to be as dead as a doornail
because I had forgotten to power down
the transverter and my 50MHz X-yagi
does not shine on 160m. Worse than
that, from time to time I missed getting
to some rare HF DX ahead of the crowd,
not because I’d forgotten to switch off
the transverter but because I had forgotten to bring the 565 back into the HF
configuration in time - an action which
requires 4 to 6 steps for the 565 alone.
For a long time I was dissatisfied with
this error-prone procedure, but finally I
found out that I had underestimated the

Orion’s built-in configuration capabilities.
There was an easy way to solve the issue: saving the HF configuration as
‘user1’ and the transverter configuration
as ‘user2’ respectively. But this is not
yet the optimal solution because to recall and restore the ‘user1’ and ‘user2’
parameter sets respectively, the 565
takes even more time than manually
performing the above mentioned multistep action. Nevertheless, when in a
hurry, I can’t make a toggling error now.
Having acquired a taste for it, I succeeded to further simplify the transition
from HF to transverter configuration.
The 565 has two band data sockets
signalling its actual band setting. The
10m band data signal lets me drive a
relay which in turn powers up or down
the XV50 automatically. Due to fact that
the software of the Orion maps the XVRT
RF port to ANT1 logically, the band data
socket of ANT1 has to be used for this
purpose. This means that the transverter
is always powered up when selecting the
10m band. So, if 10m HF operation with
separate TX and RX antennas is needed,

Figure 1: The interconnect wiring between
the Ten Tec 565 and the XV50 transverter.
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the transverter has to be manually powered down. Working with separate TX
and RX antennas but on the 160m band,
this isn’t a disadvantage for me.

Abstract.
1. It is possible to configure the
TenTec 565 ‘Orion’ in a way that offers a
two-step transition from HF to transverter
configuration. One step means pushing
the ‘user1’ / ‘user2’ button of the 565 and
the other powering up or down the
transverter with its manual power switch.
2. When powering the transverter up
and down with a relay which in turn is
driven by the ANT#1 band data signal
of the 565 (Figure 1 and photo), it is
possible to reduce the transition from HF
to 6m configuration or the opposite way
round (woe betide the defectors) to a
one-step procedure.
3. When combining the 565 with a
transverter of the Elecraft XV-series and
doing a minor modification (Figure 2A/
Figure 2B) to the latter which does not
touch its original functionality, separate
RX and TX antennas can still be used on
the HF bands.

Figure 2A: The Elecraft XV-50 before
modification.

Figure 2 B: The Elecraft XV-50 after
modification.

Secretary’s Page
Dave Toombs, G8FXM

(Continued from page 7 )

And a final reminder to our European
members: please don’t send me any
Eurocheques - UK banks no longer accept them!
Well it’s winter project time again; I’m
now the proud owner of an ex military
(Clark SCAM) pump up mast and I’ve finally bitten the bullet and done something about improving my puny HB9CV
antenna set up. The problem now is that
I have to find a way to fix it to the side of
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the QTH. In principle it’s not too difficult, just needs a bit of angle iron and a
welding torch; but being the mechanically challenged ‘FXM this could hold
me up for some time. So if any of you
are handy with a welding torch and fancy
giving me a hand, I’d love to hear from
youJ.
Well that’s all from me for this year, I
wish you all a very merry Christmas a
good DX in the New Year.

In Memoriam
Norm Vincent, G3NVO passed away
suddenly on Saturday 22nd October. He
had first been licensed in 1959, whilst
still in the 6th form at school. His interest
in radio and electronics became his profession, but although he became a highly
qualified and professional electronics
engineer he never lost his interest in the
hobby.
Norm was always particularly interested in VHF and, until he ‘found’ Six,
was principally to be found chasing DX
on two metres and 70cm although this
is not to say he had no interest in chasing DX and contesting on the HF bands.
In the early 90s, Six became his passion. He had worked 198 countries, five
of these since he last updated his stand-

ing in the UKSMG table earlier this summer. To achieve this he spent many hours
listening to white noise and monitoring
the beacon frequencies. Recently he told
me that once he had got to the magic
200 he would give up; but I doubt it Norm lived for the chase after the new
one, but unfortunately we will never know
now. We will miss ‘November Victor
Oscar’ in the pile ups and he was also a
proficient CW operator.
He was an early member of UKSMG
and attended both the G3WOS 50MHz
barbeques in 2004 & 2005. His call was
known to six metre aficionados far and
wide and he always looked forward to
renewing his six metre contacts with stations on other bands, particularly 17m.

Norm, G3NVO during the IOTA contest 2004.
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Norm was a mainstay of the Newbury
and District ARS and over the years he
held a number of positions, having been
secretary, chairman and on the committee for long periods. He was a participant in contests, both as an individual
and as part of a team in club events. He
was one of the stalwarts during the society’s annual week long outing to the Isle
of Wight for the Islands on the Air Contest. He was also an instructor on the
radio courses run by the society and he
was always willing to demonstrate his
station to newcomers and assist fellow
amateurs with problems. Only recently
he was of assistance to me when I was
having some difficulties with a new HF
antenna system. When we had finished
and everything was functioning, he asked
if he could operate my station for some
time to test it out. Just the Thursday
before his death he came over and I left
him to it; - he was happy as a sand boy
and later complained to XYL Lynda that
their garden was not big enough to put
one up for himself.
Thursdays were special to Norman
recently; that was the day when he and
Lynda looked after their young granddaughter Lily - so on Thursdays Norm
did not ‘do’ radio. What would have
happened if a new one had appeared
was never put to the test.
I know that I am speaking on behalf
of all Norman’s friends both around the
world when I say that his passing
shocked us all. Norman Vincent,
G3NVO. His key is silent now.
Andy Hewitt, G3SVD
I am really saddened to hear that
Norm, G3NVO, has passed away. It
came as a complete shock, to such a
degree that it made me think about my
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own mortality. It seems like only yesterday that he was so full of life and six
metres when we were laughing, joking
and drinking beer at last August’s BBQ.
He took a train rather than drive so that
he could have a drink of the real ale on
offer. Although I did not know Norm intimately, we used to talk quite often and
he was definitely very near the top, if not
the top, of my short list of exceptional
six metre operators. Moreover, he was
also a very pleasant guy that was fully
immersed in the fun and frustration of Six.
Like many others I guess, I always knew
that Norm would beat me in a pile-up as
he seemed to be blessed with that unbeatable combination of an excellent site
and even more excellent operating skills.
If I heard Norm calling someone, I always took the time to find out who he
was calling as nines times out of ten it
would be of interest to me. He will be
really missed in IO91 as one of the incrowd and one of the guys that make
working Six so such fun. Even sadder, I
seem to remember him telling me that
he had recently retired and was looking
forward to catching the DX at long last.
Life can be really tough sometimes. My
condolences go to his family. He will
always be remembered when the history
of 50MHz finally gets written down.
Chris Gare, G3WOS
Ron Macfarlane, 7Q7RM passed
away on 17 th September. Ron, also
known as ‘The Old Man of Malawi’ or
‘Radio Malawi’, had lived in Nyasaland/
Malawi since 1954. Along with Les,
7Q7LA, he was responsible for getting
the re-issue of the 7Q licence in 1990,
after it was banned in 1974. Ron gave
many stations their first 7Q on 50MHz
and on other bands.

Ron Macfarlane, 7Q7RM - SK.

Ron’s 50MHz equipment stopped
working earlier this year and it was sent
to South Africa for repair (via JA). During this enforced time off the air Ron had

a bad fall, which resulted in a difficult
few months before his death at the age
of 87. His six metre equipment was returned but he was never able to unpack
it and get back on the air.
The 7Q7SIX beacon spent much of
its first decade (the 1990s) up a tree at
the QTH of 7Q7JL, who lived less than a
mile from 7Q7RM. The beacon was
moved a few years ago when Ron
moved QTH to a place called ‘Newlands’
a secure compound for the retired. It
didn’t operate from his house, but close
by.
Ron’s ashes were recently scattered
close to the ‘beacon tree’.
Tnx GØIAS, G4FVP, GØJHC

Nominations for 2006 Committee
Nominations are now due for this year’s UKSMG Committee. If you think you
can make a significant contribution to the activities and development of the leading
six-metre organisation in the world please consider putting yourself forward. Contact any of the current committee if you want to know more - we would welcome
new blood!
Please photocopy the form below and send your nomination by March 31st
2006 to the Secretary at this address: Dave Toombs G8FXM, 1 Chalgrove, Halifax
Way, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire AL7 2QJ, UK. Nominations will also be
accepted by e-mail to secretary@uksmg.com or by FAX to +44 (0) 7050 697 609.
Person nominated:

______________________________

Proposed position : ______________________________
Name and callsign of nominator: ______________________________
Signature:

______________________________

Name and callsign of seconder: ______________________________
Signature:

______________________________

Signed nominee: _______________________ Date: ______________________
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New 50MHz IOTA Table
David Phillips, G1JDU
Most of us working DX on Six will
have logged many /P stations and been
given an IOTA (Island On The Air) reference, which we probably wrote down or
typed into the computer log and then
forgot about. What we may not have
realised at the time, or at least took for
granted, is the effort that had been put
in by the organisers and operators of
that IOTA station, which in many cases
gave us a ‘new one’ as well as that IOTA
reference.
Like many countries around the
globe, the UK has many islands surrounding its coast which are activated
all the year-round, to provide some interest during the summer Es season and
also to help promote activity during the
solar minimum.
As progress up the Annual and AllTime tables becomes harder, island
chasing can inject a lot of fun and help
to increase activity on six metres. IOTA
is ideally suited to 50MHz; many DXpeditions activate rare islands and these
days most carry six metre equipment
with them.
Look in your log and I’ll bet
you have already contacted a large
number of islands and island groups as
part of your DX-chasing activities, and
could be well on your way to qualifying
for one of the IOTA awards. The RSGB
run the IOTA awards scheme and maintain a dedicated IOTA website www.
rsgbiota.org, which covers IOTA activity
on all bands, but UKSMG have now
established a new section on our
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website http:/www.uksmg.org with IOTA
news, links to the IOTA sites and an
IOTA table, to encourage six metre ops
to work IOTA stations and hopefully
activate a few themselves.
If you have an IOTA score you would
like to publish in this table, either add
the score yourself online, or send it to
David Phillips G1JDU webmaster@
uksmg.org. And if you do activate an
island on Six, send an email to our
webmaster and it will be published in our
Six metre Diary.
Good Hunting!
73 David G1JDU
Pos

Call

1

IKØFTA

2
3

IOTA Last Update
164

21-Aug 2005

GØJHC

152

24-Nov 2005

IZ5EME

140

06-Nov 2005

4

IW1AZJ

127

26-Aug 2005

5

EI3IO

99

13-Aug 2005

6

DL-312WW

58

29-Aug 2005

7

EA7AH

45

17-Nov 2005

8

EA7AHS

44

19-Aug 2005

9

M1DUD

39

12-Nov 2005

10

G8VHB

32

27-Aug 2005

11

GW3ORL

32

28-Aug 2005

12

G1JDU

19

20-Aug 2005

13

MMØBSM

16

22-Nov 2005

14

G8FXM

6

16-Aug 2005

15

G4MPK

6

25-Oct 2005

16

IW2NSE

1

16-Aug 2005

17

GM4FAM

1

02-Nov 2005

50MHz Standings TTables
ables
Annual TTable
able 2005
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Call
2005 New Last Update
ON4IQ
99
3
07-08-05
EH7KW
93
5
10-08-05
DL8PM
87
9
27-08-05
F8OP
86
5
10-09-05
IKØFTA
85
5
13-08-05
G3FPQ
85
3
08-08-05
G4IGO
84
2
08-08-05
PA4PA
82
5
08-08-05
PE1MZS
81
6
30-08-05
IW1AZJ
81
8
25-08-05
G4DEZ
80
8
17-07-05
G4PCI
77
2
18-07-05
GØCHE
76 14
25-11-05
G3SED
75
3
11-08-05
CT1FJC
71 12
25-08-05
G4IFX
71
4
01-08-05
YO7VS
69
4
20-07-05
GW3ORL
67 58
06-08-05
GØTSM
67 12
18-07-05
IZ5EME
67
2
25-08-05
PE1BTX
65 65
04-08-05
DL1EJA
64
4
11-08-05
YO7VJ
64
1
30-08-05
BRS25429 63
3
03-08-05
G8IZY
63 12
08-08-05
G1IOV
61
6
14-08-05
G4DCJ
60
2
17-08-05
F5DE
60
3
21-09-05
G7CNF
60 58
29-08-05
DJ6TK
58
3
25-08-05
EI2JD
55
5
14-07-05
G3HBR
54
2
15-11-05
F6HRP
54
4
02-08-05
IK5RLP
53
1
05-08-05
I2KBD
52 20
29-08-05
G4JZF
52
7
13-08-05
G8VHB
52 10
24-08-05
GJ8BCG/P 50 50
21-05-05
IW2CAM
49
1
01-08-05
M1DUD
48
7
10-08-05
G4OBK
48
7
06-07-05
M3CVN
48
7
07-07-05

Pos
Call
2005 New Last Update
43 G6HOU
45 14
10-08-05
44 G4VPD
45
1
16-08-05
45 GIØBFD
44
7
17-08-05
46 G4BGW
43
5
07-08-05
47 OH3XR
39
0
22-05-05
48 OZ6OM
37
2
14-08-05
49 EH6BB
35
3
19-10-05
50 PA6M*
31
0
20-06-05
51 ZS6NK
31
4
10-09-05
52 GI8SKN
30
0
19-07-05
53 IK3TPP
30
5
10-11-05
54 G1JDU
28
1
06-08-05
55 DL-312WW 28
0
12-06-05
56 PAØWLB
25
2
25-08-05
57 G4DDL
25
1
31-07-05
58 GØUUS
14 14
13-07-05
59 OZ3RE
6
6
12-11-05
60 EI7IX
5
2
12-09-05
61 G8BCG/P
3
3
06-07-05
62 UN8GC
1
1
04-02-05
63 EB1EWE
1
1
22-11-05
*Contest

RULES
The annual table starts on 1st January each year and shows DXCC countries and new countries (for the operator) worked in the year.
The all-time table is now only printed
in the first ‘Six News’ of each year but
can be viewed and updated on the
UKSMG website at any time. It shows
DXCC countries, locator squares, locator
fields and CQ zones worked all-time.
Entries that have not been updated for
12 months may be deleted.
To enter either of the tables, send your
info to: David Phillips G1JDU, 23 Felskirk
Road, Manchester M22 1PX, UK or update online at www.uksmg.com.
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Voluntary Operating Code of Practice
for Six Metre Operators
Please read these recommendations
carefully and try to adopt their use in
your everyday operating.
SIX METRES AS A DX BAND: Six
metres is a DX band and it, along with
other six metre operators, should be
treated with respect and tolerance.
LOCAL BAND PLAN: Always respect your local band plan. Details vary
around the world, but the generally recognised international bandplan is given
on the next page.
LOCAL QSOs: Do not cause nuisance and disturbance to other operators with local QSOs within the
50.100MHz to 50.130MHz DX Window.
LEARN TO LISTEN: True six-metre
DXers spend about 5% of their time transmitting while 95% of time is spent listening and observing changing band conditions and propagation modes. This
will be far more effective than just calling
CQ DX at random.
50.100 - 50.130 DX WINDOW: The
DX Window is widely accepted and
should in principle be used for INTERREGIONAL DX QSOs only. The definition of what constitutes a ‘DX’ station lies
with an individual operator especially
when a station within your own region
constitutes a new country.
50.110 INTER-REGIONAL CALLING FREQUENCY: This should be used
for long-range DX contacts only. Do not
under any circumstances engage in local regional QSOs on this frequency even
for a minute or two. Do not encourage
pile-ups on 110.
50.110 CQING: LISTENING is the first
rule of working rare DX on six metres.
So think twice before calling CQ on 110.
But the occasional CQ is good as it can
discover an unrecognised opening.
QSO TECHNIQUES: Follow the style
and take the lead of the DX operator in
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providing information. Otherwise keep
it simple as there are other stations waiting in line.
DX PILE-UP OPERATING: You
should listen to the DX stations carefully
and not continue to call if they request a
particular country or prefix if that is not
you. You should NOT call if you cannot
hear the DX station!
SPLIT FREQUENCY OPERATION:
When a DX station creates a large pileup, split-frequency operating is recommended. To minimise interference with
other DX stations operating simplex, it
is recommended that a maximum split
of 10kHz is used.
DUPLICATE QSOs: It is always
tempting to call a rare DX station every
time you hear it. This should be avoided
as it means that you taking away the
opportunity for the DX station to work a
new station and give them their first QSO
with the DX country.
CW OPERATION: CW is probably
the major mode of operation on six metres due to the usually weak nature of
many real DX openings
FM QSOs: All FM transmissions
should be made above 50.300 MHz for
the obvious reason that FM is wide-band
and could wipe out weak DX signals.
MICROPHONE GAIN: Proper gain
adjustments will reduce distortion and
will also reduce interference with operators on nearby frequencies.
This is a summary of the recommended Operating Code of Practice as
issued by the UKSMG in conjunction with
JAROC, HARDXA, SixItaly, DRAA,
LABRE-SP and SSA. The full version can
be found on the UKSMG website at http:/
/www.uksmg.org/code.htm. Comments,
additions or amendments should be sent
to Chris Gare, G3WOS at g3wos@
uksmg.org.

Consolidated 50MHz Band Plan
50.000 - 50.100 CW only

50.000 - 50.080 Beacons
50.060 - 50.080 Beacons (USA)
50.090
CW calling frequency

50.100 - 50.500 SSB and CW only 50.100 - 50.130 DX window (IARU R2 to 50.125,
Australia to 50.150)
50.110
Inter-regional calling frequency
50.125
Domestic calling frequency (IARU R2)
50.150
SSB centre of activity (IARU R1)
50.185
Cross-band centre of activity
50.200
MS reference frequency (IARU R1)
50.210
Calling frequency (France)
50.250 - 50.280 Narrow band digital modes
50.500 - 52.000 All modes

(IARU Region 1)

50.500 - 54.000 All modes

(IARU Region 2)

Notes:

The DX window is only to be used for QSOs between stations in different
regions.
The 50.110 inter-regional calling frequency is not to be used for QSOs. Please
QSY even when working inter-regional DX.

VHF Communications
•

A Publication for The Radio Amateur Worldwide

•

Articles Covering VHF, UHF and Microwaves

•

Design, Construction and Testing Information

•

PCBs and Kits Available

Four magazines per year, £20.75 including surface mail delivery

For more information or to subscribe – http://www.vhfcomm.co.uk
email - andy@vhfcomm.co.uk

63 Ringwood Road, Luton, Beds, LU2 7BG, U.K. tel / fax +44 1582 581051
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UK Six Metre Group
The UK Six Metre Group (UKSMG) was formed in 1982 with the primary aim of
encouraging an interest in the 50MHz band by all amateurs. It maintains a beacon
fund to finance and provide beacons in various parts of the world. Over the last few
years the group has also supplied many pieces of equipment to encourage and help
six metre enthusiasts activate new counties.
The ambition of the UK Six Metre Group, through the medium of its quarterly
newsletter, ‘SIX NEWS’, is to provide the best information available on all aspects of
the band, including such things as DX news and reports, beacon news, propagation ,
six metre equipment reviews, QSL addresses, DXpedition news, and technical articles.
Why not join the UKSMG and give us a try? We have already attracted over 700
members in over 50 countries around the world. The subscription rates are as follows: UK - £12.00, Europe - £13.00, rest of world £16.00 (air mail).
Internet-only subscription (‘Six News’ by download, no printed copy): £10.00 for
all countries.
Send to: Secretary of UKSMG: Dave Toombs G8FXM, 1 Chalgrove, Halifax
Way, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire AL7 2QJ, UK
Cheques in local currency should be made out to ‘UK Six Metre Group’. Or send to
one of our Country Managers below. (Cheques made out in equivalent local currency
in the name of the Country Manager). Alternatively you can pay by credit card.
France
Hong Kong
Italy
Japan
Netherlands

Georges Vialet - F8OP, 541 route de Tournus, “Le Cottage”, 71290 Cuisery.
Charlie Ho - VR2XMT, PO Box 80424, Cheung Sha Wan, Hongkong.
Mike Coppola - I7CSB, Via Bisceglie, 82, San Severo, 71016.
Han Higasa - JE1BMJ, P.O. Box 38, Yachiyo, Chiba 276-0042.
Dennis Robbemond - PA7FM, Loggerhof 11, 3181 NS, Rozenburg.

Poland

Bartlomiej Bzymek- SQ1K, Os. Zwyciestwa 10/1, 76-150 Darlowo.

Spain
Switzerland

Jose R H Peris - EH7KW, Oceano Indico, 11 Mairena del Aljarafe, Sevilla 41927.
Marco Oberholzer - HB9ZCW, CH - 8914 Aeugst am Albis.

USA

Alex Kaplinsky - K5UNY, 13650 Littlecrest Ln., Dallas, Texas 75234.

Name:______________________First: ____________

Callsign:________________

Address:______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Postcode (Zip code): ________________ County (State): _____________________
Country: __________________________________ Date: ______________________
Telephone (Optional): ___________________________
Credit card number: ___________________________ Expiry date: ______________
Your name as it appears on the card: ______________________________________
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Six News now on CD!
At last, your favourite Six Metre read
is now available on CD
Forget searching through a box of back issues for
that elusive article; from Issue 28 onwards all
articles are keyword searchable.

Every Issue from 6 to 80 inclusive on this CD!
Plus, the latest Adobe Acrobat Reader for
Win XP, Win 2000, Win 98 & the Apple Mac

As a member you can get this at the bargain price
of £10 post paid in the UK. For Overseas orders,
contact g3zyy@uksmg.net for cost. Examples at
the current postal rates are:
USA - £11.03
Germany - £10.70
Australia - £11.03
Hong Kong - £11.03
The current exchange rate will be applied on ordering
If you can’t wait for online ordering, copies available from G3ZYY, 46
Beatrice Avenue, Saltash, PL12 4NG UK
** All profits to the UKSMG **
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